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SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION — Street Department workers put the finishing
touches on a curb and sidewalk project at Sixth and Elm Streets this morning,

From left are Otis Anderson, Warren Hale
Staff Photo by David Hill

Ford To Make CIA Report Public Tonight
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford
will make public the Rockefeller Commission report on the Central Intelligence
Agency but keep secret the commission's
information about alleged aseassination
plots, White House sources said today.
However, the sources said Ford eventually will make the assassination in-

formation available to the Senate intelligence committee. The panel is focusing its investigation of the CIA on what its
chairman calls hard evidence of "murder
plots."
Sources said the President will announce
his decision to release the commission
report during a nationally broadcast news

Gable Denies Knowing
Fate Of Campaign Funds
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — GOP gubernatorial nominee Robert E. Gable says he
doesn't know what happened to a $100,000
contribution made to the party during the
1971 campaign.
He made the comment Sunday evening
during a televised interview (WHAS-TV).
As a practical matter, I don't know
what happened," Gable responded when
questioned about the money, which never
was reported to the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance.

Social Security
Talk Scheduled
Here Thursday
A representative of the Social Security
Administration will speak Thursday, June
12, at 10:30 a. m. at the Ellis Community
Center in Murray. His talk will concern
Social Security and Supplementary
Security Income (SSI).
All senior citizens are invited to attend
the session as are other interested individuals.

One Injured
In Accident
On Saturday
One person was injured in a two-car
accident at 12th and Main Streets Saturday
night, according to Murray Police.
Carolyn Gold, 14, of Benton, and a
passenger in one of the cars, was treated
and released for a scalp laceration at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Officers said cars driven by Phillip
Geurin, 1611 Dodson, and Donald M.
Williams, of Benton, collided at he intersection. Officers said the Geurin car
was going west on Main and the Williams
car was going east on main when the accident occurred.
Police also reported stopping an apparent break-in in progress at the Derby
Gas Station early this morning, when an
officer on patrol noticed someone trying to
gain entry to the building. The suspect fled
and escaped in an automobile, but entry
was not gained to the building

Cloudy and Mild
Mostly cloudy and mild through Tuesday
with chance of showers and thundeshowers. Low tonight near 60. High
Tuesday in the mid to upper 70s. Wednesday mostly cloudy with chance of
showers.

Gable was finance director for Tom Emberton, the GOP candidate for governor in
1971' when Emberton allegedly received a
$100,000 contribution from funds left over
from former President Nixon's 1968 campaign.
Gable said he will answer a lawsuitfiled
by one of his primary opponents, Elmer
Begley Jr., in the next few days on the
same question. Begley filed a federal suit
asking for an explanation of what happened to the contribution, naming Gable as
defendant.
Gable termed the suit groundless and
political, adding that "I keep wondering on
this matter why people are asking me.
"In the disclosures at the time this whole
thing became known to the public (August
1973), it was made very clear that I did not
solicit the money."
"It was made very clear that I was not
the treasurer of the campaign and hence
had no reporting function in the campaign.
And I think it was made very clear in those
same reports that I had no responsibility
or authority for expenditures in the campaign," Gable added.
Former U.S. Sen. Thruston B. Morton,
who was campaign treasurer, said he
largely was a figurehead and that Gable
actually managed the financial end of the
campaign.
W. James Host, Emberton's running
mate, said that Gable completely ran the
financial ship during the'last months of the
campaign when the donation was made.
Gable, however, said both men are incorrect.
"Neither of them, as far as I know, were
almost ever in our headquarters," Gable
declared. "I don't know where they could
have possibly gotten those ideas."

conference at 7:30 p.m. EDT. There was
no word on when the report, dealing with
allegations of domestic spying by the CIA,
would be made public.
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said during the weekend he
assumed the President would make the
commission report public.
The Senate committee, chaired by Sen.
Frank Church,1)-Idaho, was meeting later
today to question Robert Maheu, a former
aide to billionaire Howard Hughes, and
Richard Bissell, former head of the ClAat
clandestine operations or "dirty tricks
department.
Meanwhile, there were these developments:
—Rep. Lucien Nedzi, DMich., said ne
will not resign as chairman of the spec
House committee investigating the CIA

and other intelligencegathering agencies.
Nedzi acknowledged the CIA had given
him information about "some sort of
assassination" because he also is chairman of the standing committee that is responsible for overseeing the agency's activities.
The other five Democrats on the special
committee have asked Nedzi to resign as
chairman of that panel on the grounds that
he had done nothing after learning about
the assassination plots.
—Atty. Gen. Edward H. Levi said Sunday the Justice Department would
examine the Rockefeller report, if it is turned over to the department, and would
"determine whether a criminal
prosecution m the federal courts would
lie" for any actions described in the study.

Local 4-Wers Attend
Development Conference
Environmental concern attracted two
Calloway County 4-H'ers and one leader to
the 20th annual 4-H Regional Resource
Development Conference at Fontana
Village, N. C., June 2-6.
Fred Gillum; Calloway County extension
agent in 4-H, Dianna Harrison of Kirksey
and Ted Hale of Murray were among 23
Kentucky 4-H'ers to join more than 250
teens at the conference from the seven
Tennessee Valley watershed states. The
delegates were selected on the basis of 4-H
achievement and leadership abilities.
"Resources: Our Responsibility, Our
Future," was the conference theme, and
the delegates examined the region's atmosphere, soils, minerals, wildlife,
forestry, water, and human resources.
Special emphasis was placed on people's
relationship to and responsibility for

conserving natural resources
Presbyterian minister Oddvar Berg
keynoted the opening session with his
presentation on "What's Right for
America." He included resource conservation in his ideas on the meaning and
responsibility of being an American. Berg
is a Norwegian native and spent 20 years in
the African Congo as a missionary before
immigrating to the United States in 1962.
Daily group sessions on the resources
were led by instructors from land-grant
universities in the seven Valley states—
Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia.
This annual event is sponsored by the
Tennessee Valley Association of TestDemonstration Farm Families, the Extension Services of the seven Valley states'
land-grant universities, and the Tennessee
Valley Authority.

vention where he placed second. He is an
honor graduate of the 1975 class of
Calloway County High School and is listed
in -Who's Who "
McCuiston plans to continue his farm
experience program and enroll in the Ag
College et _Murray, State University_this
fall.
Mark Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs Albert

Recanvass Legal

RESOUVE
DEVELOPMENT
CONFIRENCF

THREE REPRESENTATIVES of Calloway County 4-H Clubs were among 250
delegates to the 20th annual 4-H Regionatftsources Development Conference
at Fontana Village, N. C., June 2-6. Twenty-three youths from Kentucky attended
the event which drew 4-Hers fmm the seven Tennessee Valley states. Representing Calloway County were, left to right, Fred Gillum, county extension agent in
4-H, Dianna Harrison of Kirksey and Ted Hale of Murray.
4
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STEVE MeCULSTON
State FFA President
Wilson, current president of the Calloway
Chapter of FFA and vice-president of the
Purchase Region FFA, attended the state
FFA convention and was a member of the
Courtesy Corps.
In other events at the state convention,
Kerry Wyatt of Calloway FFA competed in
the soybean production contest and placed
third.

Property Taxes Account For
31 Per Cent Of Local Revenue
Are property taxes higher or lower in
Calloway County than in most other
sections of the United States?
How much of the revenue collected
locally comes from property taxes?
The subject of taxes and operating costs
has become a matter of major importance
in cities and counties all over the country.
Many of them are in financial difficulties
and are going all out in their search for
new ways of raising money.
In some communities, reconsideration is
being given to various new forms of
taxation that were proposed in previous
years and were rejected at the time. As for
the taxes that are currently on the books,
they are being progressively increased.
In Calloway County, according to the
latest figures from the Department of
Commerce, property taxes account for
about 31.6 per cent of all locally-raised
revenue.
By the way of comparison, in other areas
of the country the amount collected
through property taxes averages 63.5 per
cent of the total. In the State of Kentucky it
is 44.4 per cent.
The figures show that the property tax
continues to be the mainstay of most local
governments, producing a large part of
their revenue.
The Tax Foundation estimates that $51
billion was so-generated during the past
year. That was $3.8 billion more than was

collected in the previous year.
According to the latest nationwide
survey, there is a wide variation
throughout the country in property tax
revenue.
In Calloway County it amounts to $54 per
capita per year. Elsewhere in Kentucky it
averages $67 per resident. The United
States average is $205.
Although the property tax has been
getting bigger in terms of total yield, it has "V
been declining in importance in recent
years as many communities have turned
to sales taxes and local income taxes for
additional operating funds.
The yield from these two has tripled in
the last decade, the figures show.
The Tax Foundation notes that
widespread demands for property tax
relief have induced the Federal Government and some of the states to expand
revenue sharing with local communities to
help ease the pressure on this tax.

Aid Program
Announced
For Murray

Attorney General
Says Request For
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP)— The attorney
general's office says any request for a
recanvass of votes in the May 27 primary
that was recived by a county board of elections by 6:00 p.m. June 2 must be honored.
The opinion, written by Asst. Atty. Gen.
Walter Herdman and released today, was
requested by George Piper, Lexington,
campaign treasurer for Anthony Wilhoit.
Initial returns from the election showed
Wilhoit narrowly losing the race for the
Democratic nomination for attorney
general to Fayette County Judge Robert
Stephens.
Herdman said the 96-hour time period
allowed for a request for a ,recanvass
would extend to 6:00 p.m. the following
Mnday because of the intervening
weekend.

Steve McCuiston, past president of the
Calloway County High School Chapter of
the Future Farmers of America and son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McCuiston, has been
elected president of the Kentucky
Association of FFA at the 46th annual
convenlion just concluded in Louisville.
While serving as president of the local
FFA Chapter, McCuiston aided the
chapter to its highest rating since it was
chartered in 1960, the Gold Emblem. Only
about twenty chapters of the 180 in the
state of Kentucky rate the gold emblem
and Calliowavated in the top five.
The chapter also had the highest number
of its members to receive the Kentucky
State Farmer degree in its history. Only
two per cent of a state's membership may
receive The degree and of the 15,600
members in the state, eight from the
Calloway Chapter were awarded the
degree. They were Tim and Kent Letterman, Thomas Murdock, Anthony Webb,
Ricky Stewart, Mack Harris, Jerry Don
Nance, and Steve McCuiston.
While attending the convention, McCuiston was selected Star Farmer of the
Purchase Region and was named state
winner in the dairy production contest. He
has an ontstanding farm experience
program that includes ownership of
twenty Holstein dairy animals and the
production of corn, soybeans, and hay. He
has won numerous trophies in the show
ring with his dairy animals and was a
member of the dairy judging team that
won second place in the state dairy judging
competition in 1974. He was also a member
of the team that won first place for the
Calloway Chapter at the MSU Ag Club
Field Day.
McCuiston also represented the
Calloway Chapter and Purchase Region
FFA in public speaking at the state con-

Governor Julian M. Carroll and Transportation Secretary John C. Roberts have
announced the 1975-76 Municipal Aid
Program for the City of Murray. The
program is based on an anticipated
allotment of $52,354 for the coming fiscal
year.
The program- provides for blacktop
resurfacing, drainage, curbing and guttering, sidewalks, and concrete pavement
repairs on certain streets within the city
limits.
The activities authorized will be accomplished by the city with the Bureau of
Highways financing all or a portion of the
work in accordance with the Municipal Aid
Agreement.
The Municipal Aid Program, which
became effective July 1, 1973, is supported
by a one-half cent per gallon gasoline tax.
The funds derived from this tax are
distributed among the incorporated and
unincorporated areas according to the
terms of a formula chosen by the General
Assembly in 1972.
The program is selected annually after
consultation with the city or urban place. A
formal agreement has been signed by
officials acting for each party.

Noble Loyd B. Arnold of Murray
was elected and installed Illustrious
Potentate of Balks Temple No. 157
Ancient Egyptian Arabic Order
Nobles Mystic Shrine of Padtkah at
the election of officers held Sunday.
Others elected were Otis Roland,
Mayfield, Chief Rabban. lames Roy,
Paducah, assistant Rabban, lames
Calloway, Paducah, secretary, and Ira
Newsun, Paducah, treasurer. Other
officers are appointed.
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To Marry In August

Vows To Be Read

[COMMUNITYi
CALENDAR !
Monday, June 9
Suburban Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Learon
McGary, 1308 Overby, at seven
p.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the youth
room of the church at seven
p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p.m.

•

Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Baptist Young Women will meet
in the home of Mrs. Margaret
Wilkins at seven p.m.

•

United Campus Mstry will
house' fratti 9:30 to
11:30 a.m. during summer
school registration.

have open
Aiiss Vivian _1(s_xy leissilis end
William A lien Salmon

Euzelian Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Wallis of Paris, Tenn., announce the meet at the Fellowship Hall at
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Vivian six p.m.
Kay, to William Allen Salmon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles R.
Salmon of Paris, Tenn., formerly of Murray.
Junior Golf will be held at the
Miss Wallis is the granddaughferof Ws. E. P. McFadden and Oaks Couney"Club at nine a.m.
the late Mr. McFadden of Paris, Tenn., and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday, June 10
V. W. Wallis of Barlow. Mr. Salmon is the grandson of Mrs. Allen
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Thompson and the late Mr. Thompson of Buchanan, Tenn., and
at seven p.m. at the Health
the late Mr.and Mrs. Allen Salmon of Paris, Tenn.
The bride-elect graduated in 1974 and the groom-elect in 1973 Center.
from Henry County High School. Both will be juniors this fall at
Grace Baptist Church Women
Murray State University. Miss Wallis is a member of Gamma
Beta Phi Honorary Society and Mr. Salmon sings in the Kings are scheduled to meet at two
p.m.
Sons Quartet of Murray.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, August 2, at 4:30 p.m.
Coldwater Homemakers Club
at the First Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn., with the reception to
meet at the home of Mrs.
will
follow in the church fellowship hall. All friends and relatives are
Dewey Banal at 10.:30 a.m.
invited to attend both the wedding and the reception.
Woodmen Rangerettes will
Harris Grove Club To Meet Wednesday meet at the Murray Municipal
Parking lot at 6:30 a.m. to go to
The
Harris
Grove
Presiding was Mrs. Carmen Opryland and will return at ten
Homemakers Club will meet D'Angelo with Mrs. Margaret p.m.
Wednesday, June 11, at nine a. Taylor giving the devotion. Mrs.
m. at the Murray City Park to James Dixon, secretaryMurray Star Chapter No. 433
make picnic baskets.
treasurer, gave her reports. OES will meet at the Masonic
Members should bring a tub New officers were elected.
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
to soak the reed, a towel, an ice
An informative talk on
pick, a pocket knife, a hammer, "Health Services" was given by
Murray Quota Club will meet
and wire cutters.
Mrs. Crawford Armstrong and at Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Mrs. Marvin Parks, Mrs. Bill Mrs. Howard Wendt.
Faith Doran Circle of First
Wrather, and Mrs. Crawford
United Methodist Church
Armstrong presented the lesson
Fall Favorite
Women will meet at Perkins
on stool making at the May
Lumberjack plaid is a big
Pancake House at noon.
meeting held at the Ellis fall favorite for women's
suits and coats.
Center.
Senior Citizens will meet at
Ellis Center at 10:30 a.m., sack
lunch at noon, tablegames or
We Have h000 Rocking Choirs
shuffleboard at one p.m., bus at
3:15 p.m., and shuffleboard at
Just Waiting For Moll
six p.m.
7511114
lely 3n1

71111.,

nem Wed.
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Alice has d
12-Vear-okI
Slae twit gut a Oh
and she's on hermit.
How come she ha
sucha wed
time?
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Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
church at ten a.m.
New
Providence
Homemakers Club will meet at
Colonial House at eleven a.m.
Bessie Tucker Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet with Mrs.
Harry Sparks at 9:30 a.m.

Tkrv Wad.

Paul Williams'

Thru WED.

slivr.s.
Coawily

,
PHANTOM

nuslmodm•sm
uo.*

ofthe------PARADISE

BEST-kb...
FRiervS

Maryleona Frost Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet with Mrs. A.
J. Kipp at 9:30 a.m.
Bea Walker Group of First
Baptist Church will meet in the
church lounge at 7:30 p.m.
Ladies of the Dexter-Almo
Senior Citizens will meet at the
Community Center for a craft
lesson at nine a. m.

Introducing the
Kentucky
Souvenir Bottle
from Pepsi-Cola
It's Peps sway of saluting the State
of Kentucky s 20Dth bicentennial observance
Special points'of interest are printed on
each bottle It's a great Collector's
itern and a good way to enic4deloctous
tasting Pepsi-Cola Collect yours now but hurry—otter is limited

Joon the Pepsi people

[
PEP41111191

feelin tree

Mist Patricia Sue Barnett
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett of Murray Route Eight announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Patricia Sue, to Gary Jones,son of Basil Jones of Almo
Route One and the late Katie Rushing.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Barnett
and Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Hendrick, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.'Willard- Thweatt of
Almo, Mrs. Attie Jones of Almo, and Hervie Jones of West Frankfort, Ill.
The wedding will take place on Friday, June 20,_at 7:30 p.m. at
Scotts Grove Baptist Church. The reception will follow at the
Woodmen Hall.
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

e,e144A

Golf Pairings
Are Listed,
Oaks Women

Of South Pleasant Grove Club

The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Nina Craig at one
Pairings for the ladies day p.m. for the
May meeting with
golf on Wednesday, June 11, at Mrs.
Viola McReynolds giving
the Oaks Country Club have
the devotion.
been announced by the chairMrs. Max Parks, president,
man, Mable Rogers. Ladies will presided,
and Mrs. Raymond
tee off on No. 10 as follows:
Story, secretary-treasurer,
Janice Stubblefield, Doris read the minutes
and gave the
Rose, Murrelle Walker, and financial
report.
Burlene Brewer.
New officers for the coming
Betty Shepard, Carolyn year elected
were Mrs. Garlon
Caldwell, Mary Bogard, and
Hutson,--president; Mrs. Max
Della Boggess.
Parks, vice-president; Mrs.
Mabel Rogers, Essie Cald- Raymond
Story, secretarywell, Grace James, and treasurer;
Mrs. Nina Craig,
Virginia Jones.
health; Mrs. Viola McReynolds,
Nell
Tackett,
Karen cultural arts; Mrs. Jimmy
Hargrove, Mary Jane Key, and Erwin,
issues and concerns;
Barbara McCuiston.
Mrs. Hester H. Brown, clothing
Laura Parker, Mary Alice and textiles;
Mrs. Ellis Ross
Smith, Saundra Edwards, and Paschall,
family life; Mrs.
Carita Lamb.
Ronnie Jackson, home furEmma Lou Story, Polly nishings;
Mrs. Bob Orr, foods;
Seale, Sue McDougal, and Ada_ Mrs,
,Mil,ford
Sue Roberts.
•
- management; Mrs. Gerald
Linda Drake, Elenor Miller, Paschall,
crafts; Mrs. Dennis
Sadie Ragsdale, and Doll Boyd, landscape;
Mrs. Ellen
Redick.
Orr, music; Mrs. Nancy SimpMasa
Reed,
Kathryn son, publicity; Mrs. Dan
Outland, Gerry Anderson, and Billington,
4-H; Mrs. Viola
Marge Foster.
McReynolds, devotion.
Eva Carol Clees, Sandy
The recreational period was
Coleman, Jeannie Hopkins, and led
by Mrs. Bob Orr and
Sharon Kelso.
refreshments were served by
Jennifer Crouse, Vicki Nance, the
hostess.
Jane Cothran, and Marilyn
The main lesson on "Serviees'
Chatman.

of the Halth Department" was
given by Mrs Story and Mrs.
Hutson. Also present was Mrs.
Clifton Jones and Mrs. Gerald
Paschall, members, and Mrs.
Mary Hale and Mrs. Barletta
Wrat.her, visitors.
The next meeting will be held
on Wednesday, June 18, at one
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Bob
Orr. Members note change in
date.

PERSONALS tt
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Reicllinger
of Pittsburgh, Pa., are the
guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Christopher Farina, and Mr.
Farina, 1503 Clayshire Drive,
Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT

Ws. Paul-George of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Dayton Lasater of Murray
has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Harold Hill of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
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He's Alive and Well
And Collecting His Own
Social Security
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I had the same problem "OUT IN THE
BOONDOCKS" had. My husband deserted me, and I
wanted to get married again but couldn't locate my
husband to divorce him. On the advice of my lawyer, I put
an ad in the newspaper asking my husband to please
contact me.It ran for three weeks without results. so! went
ahead, divorced him and married the other man.
It's been 12 years now and I still haven t heard from my
"ex" and neither has hie family. Howeverowlen I wanted to
declare him legally dead so my children could collect his
Social Security and I could collect his life insurance, I was
advised that my "ex" was still paying into his Social
Security, which meant he is still alive!
But(get this!) the law is protecting that bum by refusing
to let me know the location from which he is paying. How
about that?
DESERTED
DEAR DESERTED: Social Security data are
confidential. The law is very democratic. Even "bums" have
rights.

EW POLYESTER
NOVELTY KNITS
ON SALE!
A ',WIs arrived assortment of cheerful bright summery
knits You won't want to miss these colorful knits that
are so perfect for vacation wear Polyester, machine
washable for a carefree summer 60" wide

DEAR ABBY: I am a 75-year-old widow in excellent
health, am very independent and am enjoying a full life.
Two years ago, my brother lost his wife and came to make
his home with me. He is 86. We are of the Jewish faith.
A cousin of ours invited my brother to the first seder (a
religious dinner) at her home. However, she did not invite
me! I know why, too. She has a new boyfriend and was
afraid that if he saw me, he might like me more than her.
(This cousin is 70 and is also a widow.)
I felt bad because this might be the last seder I could
spend with my brother.
Do you think it was very nice of our cousin to invite my
brother and not me?(He didn't want to go without me, but
I insisted!)
STAYED HOME

made to sell for 3.99 yd.

SPECIAL BUY!
Big, thick & thirsty

DEAR STAYED: No. But on the brighter side, it's a
compliment'that at age 75, your charm and personality
poses a threat to a woman five years your junior.
DEAR ABBY: This may sound crazy. but I need your
advice. I am divorced and the mother of a sweet, 4-year-old
boy named Ronnie.
We were at home recently when an armed intruder
confronted us. The man was gentle and he quickly put
Ronnie at ease. He wanted only money and promised not to
hurt us. We both explained to Ronnie that Mommy would
have to be tied up for a while. He seemed to understand.
After I was bound and gagged, Ronnie was told to turn
the .TV on and when the program was over (about 20
minutes) he could help me or call for help. I was taken to
another room and the robber left.
Abby, my son spent the next THREE HOURS watching
TV while I was bound and utterly helpless. I finally
managed, through the gag, to tell him to go next door for
help.
Could RonMe possibly ha k ,, some hostility toward me?
Should I see a psychologist" Please ahswer.
TIED UP
DEAR TIED: From your description of the way the
intruder put Ronnie at ease and -explained" that you would
have to be tied up for a while, the boy abviously felt no
- urgency about getting help or setting you free.
Psychologist? Hostility? What for? The kid didn't get the
picture--except on TV.
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Everyone, has a problem W hat's yours? For • personal
to A1311Y: Flux Nu. 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped. beltnddreasechenvelope. pleaseFor Abby's new booklet. ''What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr..
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long,
self-addressed. stamped 126t) envelope.
reply, write
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BOTTLED BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO., PADUCAH, KY. •UNDER APPOINTMENTFROM Pepsi Co.,Inc., Purchase, N.Y ,
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Miss Susan Emerson Becomes
May Bride Of Grant Kodman

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

A CIIIIINIUMer Tip
In a simple, but impressively
FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 10, 1975
from Extension Speaialieu it
By Katie McCarthy
ceremony at three P.
beautiful
which are being used as lampthe UK Cohort if Agrieulture
in which SCORPIO
the
section
in
Look
`
ri1/14tr
Since babies tend to be a bit s—and stuffed animals are
m. on Saturday, the twentyand find (Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
comes
birthday
your
Ann
care in
When buying food, plan fourth of May, Miss Susan
special
for
calls
capricious about their arrivals, among other accents in the
Day
what your outlook is, according
the Executive Mansion stands room. A giant, five-foot teddy ahead, UK Extension special- Emerson and Grant Alan
personal matters; tact in
to the stars.
marriage
ready for the Carroll baby, bear sits in front of the fire ists in consumer economics Kodman exchanged
projecting aims, expressing
which isn't expected until June place. On the mantle behind suggest. To cut down on trips vows before a gathering of
desires. Act with discretion,
ARIES
perceptively.
14, but "could come any day him are a stuffed lion and a to the supermarket, plan friends and relatives. The scene
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
the sancnow.,,
Some of your future ob- SAGITTARIUS
lamb. "I tried various other meals at least a week in ad- of the wedding was
As Mrs. Julian Carroll strolls things on the mantle, but vance, balancing nutritional tuary of First Presbyterian
jectives are now taking shape (Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Stress logic and reason. Do
but there's a warning, neveraround the house during these decided on the stuffed animals. needs with family likes and Church with Rev. Charles H.
the
at
rely on hunches or another's
not
too
much
ng
attempt
Don't
officiati
theless:
last few days,the staff and state Not very many nurseries have dislikes. Read food ads to Moffett
say-so. Seek more knowledge of
you
.
promises
make
don't
ceremony
and
-ring
double
troopers assigned to the mantles," Mrs. Carroll said.
find out what stores offer the
your subject: Your capacity for
cannot possibly fulfill.
Miss Emerson is the daughter
Mansion give her anxious looks,
As of June 2, no names had variety and quality you prefer
is infinite.
C.
learning
Thomas
of Mr. and Mrs.
hoping they won't be the ones been chosen for the new arrival.
TAURUS_
and what regular and special
- ? CAPRICORN
21) tiiG
, 1204 Crestwood
May
to
21
Apr.
Emerson
(
who will have to make the rush Kenny, 20, the C,arroll's oldest
Jan. 201
are that week Only by
You may think you have a ( Dec. 22 to
Drive, of this city, and Mr.
to the hospital. The nursery, child, prefers the name Chris, prices
individuals will
and
of regular
Groups
track
keeping
and
project under control, rolling
Kodman is the son of Dr.
filled with everything a which he contends would work
same about
the
feel
all
not
real
recognize
briskly. Better take another
Mrs. Frank Kodman, Jr., 1503
newborn could possibly need, is with either a boy or a girl. Mrs. prices can you
You be the quiet
plans.
issues,
your
check
city.
Then
—
bargains.
flaws
this
hidden
look for
Glendale Road, also of
ready—with only a few minor Carroll isn't too keen on her
discreet listener, and
anything that could mean time, judge and
Prior to the hour of the
adjustments being made by the child being dubbed "Christmas supplies on hand and make a
will be potent.
influence
your
effort lost.
grocery list before ceremony, Mrs. Richard
impatient mother.
Carroll," so the name hunt complete
US
AQUARI
a
GEMINI
Mrs. Carroll "ordered a girl, continues. But whether it is a going to the supermarket— Farrel,_ organist, presented
(Jan. 21 to-Feb. 19)( May 22 to-June 21)
just to even things out," but has boy or a girl, Mrs. Carroll is impulse buying can cause you program of nuptial selections,
Your intuition was right. A
from
You will probably be called message from someone -in the
cautiously decorated the nur- pretty sure it will be a to overspend your food which included Theme
•'Tara's
upon to help persons with know" confirms your own
Story,"
"Love
sery in blue,yellosy_and toechet --democrat.
budget quickly.
ere, My
ulated emotions, to beliefs. Act promptly on in"Somewh
overstim
Theme,"
he says she tried To
already
is
Carroll
Charlann
"Romeo
feelings. Be your formation received.
hurt
assuage
from
Theme
Love,"
and
carpeting the mothet Of three, the
choose wallpaper
understanding self.
PISCES
and Juliet," "One Hand, One
that "anyone would enjoy," youngest being Brad, 10, but she
i Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Heart," "Whither Thou Goest,"
CANCER
when the room is no longer admits to being nervous about
Don't depart abruptly from a
(June 22 to July 23)
and the traditional wedding
needed as a nursery.
this one. "I really am nervous;
Admonitions for this day: Be well-planned schedule, except
marches.
The room, formerly a guest it's almost like a first. But I
careful if handling joint funds of where emergency so requires.
The soloist, Mrs. Richard
Parents who smoke cigabedroom, is situated directly have attended baby care
any kind. Don't get involved in Road may be bumpy in part, but
Emerson of Brentwood, Tenn.,
across from the master classes and seen the films on the rets double the chance that
will
infant
sang
rewards wA,U be sweeter.
newborn
risky speculation, and DO avoid
their
bride,
the
of
in
aunt
explode
walls
bedroom. The
new delivery techniques. So
ia or
pneumon
•
ance.
develop
"The
ritravag
and
"Sunrise, Sunset,"
bouquets of blue and yellow much has changed in the past 10
YOU BORN TODAY are
bronchitis during the first_ Lord's Prayer," Malotte, as the
flowers with hints of green and years," she said.
with glowing vitality,
endowed
LEO
to
g
accordin
life,
year of
couple knelt for the benediction.
pink. Bright sunlight from the
a great love of life, unusual
Mrs. Carroll said that the three London doctors who
24 to Aug. 231
(July
The bridal party assembled in
four, large, white-draped governor, although not at the compared the smoking
Certain dilemmas and ob- versatility and adaptability.
the.
with
front of the altar which was
windows in the room splashes point of leaving the house with habits of parents
stacles will not be as difficult to You are gregarious by nature
flanked by the spiral canhandle as you may think. Don't and your personality is such
across the canary yellow his shirt on backwards, has incidence of these respira2,205
tapers.
in
disorders
white
holding
tory
delabra
and
them keep you from ap- that it attracts others to you
furniture
few
let
carpet, white
spent a lot of time in the last
almost at first glance. On the
Twin baskets of multi-colored
Mrs. Grant Alan Kodmon
preciating your advantages.
woodwork.
weeks asking her how she feels. infants.
pomand
daisies
minus side: impulsiveness,
s,
VIRGO
carnation
parents
It is a room any mother "He grew up with babies, so he
If only one of the
either
itivity, extravagance
231
on
hypersens
Sept.
to
24
placed
Aug.
were
of
tied
poms
draped at each corner and
would be thrilled to bring a baby isn't too nervous yet," she said. smoke, the incidence
Mrs. Chad Stewart and Mrs (
were with candlelight satin ribbon Buddy Hewitt.
bit cloudy and a tendency to scatter
a
s
pews
judgment
bronchiti
Your
family
The
and
side.
a
pneumoni
Iva
home to. Previously, it was
mother,
Mrs. Carroll's
acno major energies. You have a lively
marked with white satin bows centered with an aqua cardecorated in sedate tones of Harting, is at the Mansion now, is still "intermediate," in
The Holiday Inn was the now, so make
report
all, don't imagination and a flair for the
above
a
and,
to
of
decisions
cording
clusters
and multi-colored
nation. The central ap- setting for a breakfast with the
torquoise and beige, not exactly anxiously awaiting the birth of
Medicine, a physinew undertakings. dramatic; would make an
any
Modern
launch
caryellow
and
-tiered
pink,
is
it
three
Bob
Now,
aqua,
was
Mrs.
baby.
pointment
being
a
suited to
hostesses
her sixth grandchild, she plans cians' magazine. The three
excellent writer, trial lawyer or
nations, daisies and pompoms. aqua wedding cake topped with Hibbard, Mrs. Bill Fandrich, Stick with the familiar.
definitely the brightest room in to stay for a couple of weeks to doctors, J. R. T. Colley of
theatrical entertainer. You are
The white aisle runner overlaid the bride and groom from the Mrs. Pete Hulse, Mrs. Chuck LIBRA
the Mansion.
help with the new baby, but the the London School of
born leader but your interests
a
altar.
the
to
Tropical
on
the entrance
cake of the bride's parents
Shuffett, Mrs. Jimmy Sullivan, Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) lat1.1 tire too varied to keep you at one
Blue gingham is used as the Carrolls also have hired a Hygiene and
Jr.
CorkMrs. Maurice Crass,
Medicine, and R. T.
their wedding day.
matting for two pictures, as nurse.
and Mrs. Galen Thurman.
Work for top gains but do not cause or interest long enough to
W. Holland of
directed the wedding, assisted
Purdom, Jr. and expect them immediately. Be exert such leadership. You love
Those assisting in serving
Wells
Mrs.
well as for the spreads on the
It looks as if the whole family hill and W.
Thomas' Hospital
by her daughter, Miss Gay were Miss Heather Kodman, Mrs. Billy Thurman entertained concise in arrangements, stipu- travel, the outdoors, animals,
crib and trundle bed and for will be enlisted into baby sitting the St. School found that
Medical
adjacent
Crass.
in
an
r
sister of the groom, and Miss with a luncheon at the Lam- lations, speech. Narrow the and are generous to a fault.
wallpape
service this summer. Patrice, after one year of age there
Bride's Dress
margin for error.
Diana Boone.
plighter.
bathroom. White wicker fur- 18, will be home from Murray was "no clear relationship
Develop your originality and
The bride, given in marriage
Mr. and Mrs. Kodman left
niture and accents further for the summer and, according
between parental smoking
love of knowledge and never
by her father, chose for her later in the afternoon for an
and childhood illness."
brighten the room.
settle for the mediocre when the
to her mother, is quite excited
,
• •
wedding an irnported Mexican unannounced wedding trip.
extraordinary is within your
Since it is a large room, there about having a new sister or
wedding gown of white cotton
Southpaw Cats
grasp. Birthdate of: Judy
Out of town guests who atis plenty of space for numerous brother.
accented with hand-made lace. tended the wedding included
Garland, singer; Prince Philip,
stuffed animals, accessories
It's not only people who
Mrs. Carroll has a very
long
and
neckline
Memof
cats
portrait
Duke of Edinburgh.
Most
which
The
ed.
of
W.
Freeman
many
A.
left-hand
are
Mrs.
motherplants,
a
and large
serene demeanor for
By Treva Mathis
were gifts from people across in-waiting, but she admits, "It are left-pawed, while dogs, bell sleeves added an old phis, Tenn., grandmother of the
0,
0.0
mice, chipmunks and chim• • ". •
fashion charm. The fitted bride, Dr. and Mrs. Al Maisto of
.;0 Oo 00
the state. "It used to be that is different'. I'm still not used to
.;
•
evenly
about
are
panzees
the
by
enhanced
Mrs.
or
was
and
bodice
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Mr.
Julian would get plaques
the idea of having a little baby
divided, studies show.
volurninious princess skirt, and James Freeman, David and
certificates at these banquets; around again."
foods, such as fruits and
Cottag4 cheese has been
they were fashioned of alter Beth of Memphis; Mr. and Mrs.
now he brings home silver baby
for
vegetables in salads. In
favored
and
savored
I
with
tucks
and
cotton
mating white
Richard Emerson, Ahn
cups and stuffed animals," Mrs.
and baking it
it
days
pioneer
cooking
In
centuries
the alternating white lace. Her Rick, of Brentwood, Tenn.; Bill
Carroll said.
contributes to nutritional
made by the housewife
was
adorned
was
Tenn.;
hat
garden
City,
white
received
have
Union
The Carrolls
Corbitt of
value as well as texture and
hence the name "cottage"
with long white streamers at- Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hall of Tipover 60 baby gifts, including
milk
the
to
flavor,
utilize
cheese)
tached to a cluster of aqua, tonville, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
nine or 10 handmade coverlets
remaining after the cream
and quilts. Mrs. Wendell Ford
lavender, and yellow car- Bob McCord, of Madisonville.
had been skimmed for
crocheted a white, shellRehearsal Dinner
nations.
Teen fore
butter-making.
cascade
b.
will
a
which
Kodman,
She carried
stitched coverlet,
Dr. and Mrs. Frank
is
cheese
Today cottage
Make-your-own pizzas are
white Jr., parents of the groom, enof
arrangement
used in the cradle on the firs.
made in sparkling modern
great for teenage parties, and
glamellias, feathered fugi tertained members of the
floor. The cradle, an old
processing plants by
for the mom who can turn the
maths, and stephanotis, ter- Emerson-Kodman weddipg
fashioned rocker, was made by
assembly over to the guests
scientifically controlled
minated in streamers and tied party with a rehearsal dinner.
Lexington craftsmen.
themselves. Make pizza dough
methods. Cottage cheese
4
•
r
with lovers knots.
The white-canopied crib is the
was an event of Friday,
from a mix, and set out
This
the
be
called
solid
might
•
plenty of toppers • Pizza
Mrs. Duane Adams was May 23, at eight p. m. in the
focal point of the nursery. An
form of milk, because it is
Beth
a variety of sliced
sauce,
Miss
Carroll
of
Mrs.
t.
honor.
matron
antique collector,
Triangle Restauran
the curd or coagulated
lunch meat, Italian sausage,
Freeman, daughter of Mr. and
said, "I looked hard for an old
Prenuptial Parties
protein of fresh pasteurized
salami, cheese—whatever
Mrs. James Freeman of
crib, but with the new health
Mrs. Jerry McCoy enskimmed milk, cooked in
strikes your fancy. Bake at
Lit es welcome ma
of
cousin
will,
regulations, I decided to go
Memphis, Tenn., and
tertained with an informal
its own whey, drained and
degrees for 15 minutes.
450
the bride, was the flower girl. party at her home on South 15th
Kathryn Outland
the new one," Along either side
Mrs
washed.
Phone 751- 10 75
Mrs. Adams was attired in a Street for the bride-elect
of the crib are bassinetts. When
Contributing necessary
multi-flowered silk organza
nutrients with few calories,
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
asked if she expected twins,
Potato count
floor-length gown, fashioned John Gregory was the scene of a
creamed cottage cheese is
Mrs. Carroll laughed and said
A medium-sized potato conwith a full skirt and simple brunch honoring Miss Emerson_
not only rich in protein but
the bassinetts would be used in
about 90 calories. So
a
tains
t
featuring
were
importan
Mansion.
empire
Gregory
provides
bodice,
the
Mrs.
also
of
Assisting
different areas
apple and a banana.
an
does
puff
and
scooped neckline
Mrs. Jimmy Boone, Mrs.
Along with three pieces of
minerals and vitamins in
All three have about the same
Her
lace.
Crass
left
Jo
in
Mrs.
furniture
sleeves,
edged
l
McCage,
Johnny
provincia
French
significant amounts. It's
carbohydrate value. Potatoes
headpiece was a circle of spring and Mrs. Benny Simmons.
over from the previous
economical, too.
stored at room temperatures
flowers in colors of aqua,
A sherry party was given to
decorating scheme, the other
Pleasing mild in flavor,
of 70 to 80 degrees fahrenheit
lavender and yellow.
honor Miss Emerson in the
should be used within a week
cottage cheese is delectable
antiques are a child's rocker
Miss Freeman wore a long home of Mrs. Clegg Austin
to prevent sprouting and
food in its own right and
and a doll-sized school desk.
Ste WO MIMS We e de!Mel'
shriveling.
aqua and white dotted swiss Other hostesses were Mrs. Phil
"goes well" with many
A closer look at the desk
gown fashioned along the lines Mitchell, Mrs. Bob Billington,
reveals a set of initials scribat the Coverthe
nursery
of
part
shows
Carroll
of
and
the matron of honor. Her
Julian
CH
Mrs.
finish,
the
to
bled in
of
her
fourth
arrival
babythe
awaits
were
she
as
headpiece was a bandeau
we
oor's Mansion
PAC. "See,
adorned with handmade flowers
sweethearts even back in the
identical in shade to her dress.
second grade," Mrs. Carroll
'The Mures,
She dropped aqua carnations
said The desk was refinished
Ledger 1, Times
petals from a lace trimmed
except in the spot where the
was
basket, into the path of the
initials are; this area
bride.
.
preserved
carefully
Linus Kalman, served as his
Yellow ginger jars—two of
brother's best man. Groomsmen were Al Maisto of
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, brotherin-law of the groom and Duane
Adams of this city. The candlelighter was Frankie KodLadies or Men's
man, brother of the groom.
The mother of the bride chose
for her daughter's wedding a
slim long-sheath of robin egg
blue crepe with a vanilla and
white sleeveless fitted bodice.
Her accessories were of a
IIt
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matching hue, and her corsage
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Free Storage
FREE INSURANCE '
FREE MOTHPROOFING!
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Summer Pants and Shorts

Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony, a champagne
reception was held at the home
of the bride's parents.
Miss Ahn Austin Emerson,
cousin of the bride, registered
the guests as they arrived:
The bride's table was overlaid
with a candlelight satin cloth,

Selected Hats, Tops, Tennis Wear

Table of Top;and Pants
$mi.1 & $_c
any
Values up to $20.00
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What If It Hadn't
Affected An Atheist?
We believe a person has as her supervisor, she expressed her
much right to deny the existence objections to the devotionals. She
of God as to believe in the divinity was told tllat attendance was
in any of the many forms in which compulsory as a condition of emdifferent religious groups worship ployment, and that she should
their concept of creator or first -close her ears." At the end of the
cause. Freedom of religion, a con- day when she turned in her keys,
Atitutional right of Americans, she was asked to submit a letter of
embraces the right not to believe _ resignation. She.refused, saying:
as well as-the right RI a free chFice "No,I am being fired."
of belief.
The employe got in touch with
But we feel the U. S. Court of the Equal Employment
Op-kppeals' Fifth Circuit at New portunities Commission,
but
Orleans committed an outrage nothing came of
it, EEOC apagainst reason recently in ruling parently finding her
complaint
on a case involving an aspect of without merit. She later filed
a
this question. The court reversed lawsuit, and lost in the
lower
a lower court in finding that an court. But now the
appeals judges
employer had "constructively have remanded it
to the lower
discharged" — that is, illegally court tor
determinaiton of reinfired — an employe who refused statement, back pay,
and her atto attend business meetings that torney fees.
were opened with a devotional
We wonder what would have
period.
"Constructive discharge" is a been this court's decision had the
term used by arbitrators, the plaintiff's position been the reverNLRB, and the courts to describe se; that is, had the employe been
resignations that result from con- a deeply religious person who
ditions imposed by an employer believed she could not in principle
that force the employe to resign. attend a meeting, required as a
In this instance, the employe was condition of employment, which
an atheist who decided after the did not start with a prayer? It will
first meeting not to attend any be interesting to see what the U.S.
more such meetings in the future. Supreme Court does with this one.
When her absence was noted by
—Paducah Sun-Democrat
•

Agree Or Not

Still Don't Know
Some Winners
By S. C. Van Curon

VAN CURON

FRANKFORT — Although the primary
election is two weeks gone by, we still don't
know who was elected commissioner of
agriculture.
While the news media has taken pride in
its efficient reporting of early election
returns, this year's report leaves a lot to be
desired. It was the worst job in recent
memory and we'll just have to take the
blame for it.
A few years ago the two news wire
services, newspaper, and other media
formed the Kentucky Election Service. A
media representative in each county gets
the returns of that county and reports
.them to Louisville where the results are
put into a Computer.
The results from some voting machines
in Jefferson County hadn't been
established last Thursday. It seems there
was a mechanical problem.
Some incorrect figures were received
from some other counties. There were
several typographical errors transmitted
over the wires to the news media, and
newspapers printed the wrong figures.
While we're awaiting results in some
close races, we have another election to
look forward to in November.
The voter turnout in the primary was a
big disappointment, indicating that the
voters in Kentucky just weren't interested.
Maybe they're tired of politics and
politicians, or they're tired of having an
election every year as we do in Kentucky.
It's five long months between the
primary and the general election in
November and that seems entirely too long
and too much campaigning for the public
to endure.
Up until 1956 the primary in Kentucky
was the first Saturday in August which
didn't leave but three months between the

Letter To The Editor

Band Boosters
Offer Thanks
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all of the people of Murray and
Calloway County who helped make our trip
to Memphis possible. Special thanks
should be given to the Lion's Club, Optimist Club;.Ryan Milk and Burger Chef
for their donations. Again, thank you to all
who helped make our trip a success.
Dr. J. B. Dover
President, Band Boosters
Calloway County
High School Band

two elections. Sometimes serious campaigning doesn't begin until after Labor
Day, but it seems it is now underway this
year.
As I remember why the election was
moved back to May was that the
Democrats, with a split in the party at that
time, felt more time was needed between
the primary and general election to heal
party wounds for the final election.
As the May primary is now set, it comes
Tuesday after Memorial Day, a legal
holiday in Kentucky. This provides a long
weekend and some people take a short
vacation and don't return home to vote. It
is also at a critical time of the year for the
farmer who is planting tobacco or seeding
his fields. This could have kept several
away from the polls.
The date should be changed by the 1976'
General Assembly.
Logan County is getting ready for a
special day in Russellville June 14. A
bronze tablet, mounted on a stone in the
courthouse yard will be unveiled honoring
Emerson (Doc) Beauchamp, Mr.
Democrat in Kentucky for many years.
Former Governor Lawrence Wetherby
will be the principal speaker and former
State Senator Sam Milam will be master of
ceremonies.
A scholarship fund in the school of
agriculture at the University of Kentucky
has been established, known as the Doc
Beauchamp Memorial Scholarship Fund.
Contributions to this fund are tax
deductible. The fund will be administered
by U. K.
Trustees of the fund have been named
and the Southern Deposit Bank in
Russellville is the depository. Contributions may be mailed to the bank.
Kentucky's two U. S. Senators. Walter
Huddleston and Wendell Ford, are
scheduled to be there along with
Congressman William Natcher and former
Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield.
This is a bipartisan affair. Lawrence
Forgy Sr., Republican chairman in Logan
County, is one of the trustees. He and Doc
were close friends.
Doc served in several state positions. He
got his political start as a page in the
Kentucky Senate when he was just a boy.
He had served as state treasurer,
secretary of agriculture, lieutenant
governor, and rural highway commissioner before his death about two years
ago.
He has befriended thousands of Kentuckians and many of them will be there to
pay tribute to his memory come June 14.
It begins at high noon.
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Consumer Comment

Guest Editorial

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

'
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Alton&Ls and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
ce purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
▪pinions Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
upinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
upinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
ate ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
A Ittl their feelings on the particular issue being discussed
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Understanding No-Fault
It's not your fault if you don't understand
no-fault insurance; it's a complicated
subject. But you had better find out about
it before July 1, 1975, when Kentucky's nofault automobile insurance law goes into
effect.
In the past, injured consumers waited
days, weeks, months and even years to
receive compensation. As of July first,
under no-fault insurance you will no longer
have to prove the other driver is at fault
and-then try'to- recover compensation for
your injuries from that driver's insurance
company.
The new law provides immediate
payment of consumers' out-of-pocket
losses up to $10,000. The benefits will be
paid by the company insuring the
automobile in which the injured person
was riding, no matter whose fault the
accident is.
- If you are seriously injured (if your
medical and rehabilitation expenses exceed $1,000 or if there has been permanent
disfigurement or loss of body member or
function), you receive your basic no-fault
benefits and still have the right to seek
additional damages from a negligent
driver.
Kentucky's new no-fault law requires
you to have and carry basic auto liability
protection of $10,000420,000 for injuries
and $5,000 for property damage, plus a
minimum of $10,000 basic no-fault benefits
for each person. Get those figures? If you
didn't, or if you need a further explanation
of no-fault, contact your insurance company or the Kentucky apartment of In-

surance.
By the way, if you're a pedestrian and
think this doesn't apply to you, you're
wrong. If you, as a pedestrian, are injured
in an automobile accident, the company
insuring the automobile makes the
payment. If the driver cannot be identified
or does not carry insurance, your insurance company will pay.
If you already have an automobile
liability policy, it will automatically be
changed by your insurance company to
include the basic no-fault personal injury
coverage.
However, anyone may reject this plan
and maintain the present system of injury
compensation, including proving fault. If
you decide to reject no-fault, your rejection must be in writing and on a form you
may obtain from your insurance company.
But if all members of your family do
accept no-fault protection, you will receive
a 10 per cent reduction in your liability
rates.
Remember, though, that no-fault insurance applies only to personal injury
and not to property damage or collison.
Wrecked vehicles will be handled exactly
as they are handled today.
If you have a consumer complaint,
contact the Attorney General's Division of
Consumer Protection. Kentucky consumers may call toll-free on the consumer
hotline by dialing 1-800-372-2960. Consumers should write to: Attorney
General's Division of Consumer Protection, The Capitol, Room 34, Frankfort, Ky.
40601.

Dear Consumer

Vacation Questions
For Your Car
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare
Thinking about a summer vacation?
Just a weekend trip to the beach or the
mountains?
But while you are deciding where to go
and what to pack for your summer trip,
don't forget another important consideration for pre-vacation planning—the
car. For most families, the car is still the
most economical way to travel. You will
get the most economy—and comfort—out
of your car if you safety check it before you
go.
Ask yourself these questions:
—Is the engine well-tuned? When did the
car last have a tune up? Does it need new
spark plugs and distributor points?
—How about the cooling system? Is the
radiator clean and free of leaks? Is the
pressure cap properly secured? Are fan
belts and water hoses in good working
order?
—How are the brakes working? How
about the parking brake? Does it need
more brake fluid?
—How is the battery? Is it holding a full
charge? Are the battery terminals and
cables clean and connected tightly?
—Are there any problems with the
exhaust system? Are the muffler and

tailpipe properly secured and free of holes
and cracks?
—Have I checked the fluid levels—for
water, oil, power steering, automatic
transmission, battery and the master
cylinder? Do I need to change the oil or
replace the oil filter?
— Are the wheels aligned and balanced?
How are the shock absorbers—do they
, need replacing?
—Are the tires properly inflated? Is
there sufficient tread on the tires? Is the
spare tire in good condition?
— Are there any problems with the lights
and directional signals? How about the
horn? Are the windshield wipers working?
How about the defroster?
You should also take stock of emergency
equipment (tire jack, flares, tire gauge,
tool kit, spare fuses) and check your seat
belts and shoulder harnesses to make sure
they_ are secure.
Finally, monitor your fuel gauge
carefully. Keep in mind these driving
tips—like maintaining a steady driving
speed, accelerating gradually and driving
at the speed limit or below—which can
help you to save on gasoline.
For more ideas of how you can conserve
gas this summer, you may want to contact
your local American Automobile
Association ( AAA) club for a free copy of
"Travel Tips." ( You do not have to be a
member to get this booklet.)

Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
, Exec utive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: Antitrust: tor Union Abuses
In the exercise of monopoly power by
labor unions are to be found many of the
basic problems of our society. The
deterioration of the nation's railroads, for
example,is directlyattributabIe to the rail
unions' insistence on retention of work
rules appropriate to the age of steam.
Monopolistic union power, of course,
drives up ttoe cost of countless goods and
services.
The country is now faced with the
prospect of the extension of mdnopoly
unionism from the factory to agencies of
local, state and federal government. In a
number of states, a drive is underway to
allow public employe unionism. What that
would mean for the general public has
been fully documented.
In a recent editorial, the Nashville
Banner noted that "the effects of public
strikes are well known to cities like New
York and San Francisco, which were
virtually paralyzed by public employes'
unions refusing to work. In New York, and
in Memphis, garbage piled up as
sanitation workers struck. In New York,
policemen went on strike. In California,
teachers and public employes walked off
their jobs."
It is important, of course, that state
legislators reject bills allowing public
employe unionism. But much more needs
to be done to deal with the root problem of
monopoly unionism as it affects commerce
and American life in general.
Fortunately, something is being done in
Congress. A number of national legislators
are seeking passage of bills that would
place labor unions under the antitrust
laws. Such legislation is long overdue. No
reason exists why labor unions should be
exempt from antitrust laws which apply to
business enterprises. A labor monopoly
that restrains trade is clearly detrimental
to the public interest.
In the Senate, the chief sponsor of antitrust legislation is Sen. Thurmond of South
Carolina and Lhe bill number is S. 926. The
list of co-sponsors includes Sens. McClellan of Arkansas, Curtis of Nebraska,
Tower of Texas, Fannin of Arizona, Helms
of North Carolina, and Scott of Virginia.
In the House, the principal sponsor of
legislation to apply the antitrust laws to
unions is congressman Philip Crane of
Illinois. Crane introduced H.R. 3536 with
Reps. Eshleman of Pennsylvania and
Ketclium of California as co-sponsors. He
subsequently introduced two more bills
identical to H.R. 3536 in order to add the
names of Reps. Symms of Idaho, Kelly of
Florida, and Beard of Tennessee as cosponsors. Another bill to bring unions
under the antitrust laws, H.R. 6029 was
introduced by Rep. McClory of Illinois.
Sen. Thurmond, in presenting a
rationale for his bill, noted that "Union
monopoly power aids and abets the
development of the monopoly power of
business enterprises which the antitrust
laws were enacted to prevent. It has
produced wage rates and fringe benefits in
excess of those justified by increased
productivity or competitive levels, work
rules that require payments for unneeded
work, and boycotts which penalize third
parties not involved in labor disputes."
Congressman Crane observed that the
evidence is abundant that monopoly union
power is a prime cause of inflation. He
declared that "The need for controlling
inflation has become so critical that the
nation's economic health is seriously
endangered. The public is being hurt badly
and the public interest demands that
something be done."
It is tragic that the Congress, long ago,
did not bring labor unions under the antitrust laws. The American economy
would be much healthier today. Labor
racketeering would not be a menace. The

HARRIGAN

American working man would enjoy a
wider measure of freedom' .
Sen. Thurmond, Congressman Crane
and the other concerned national
legislators supporting -antitrust action
against monopoly unionism face an uphill
struggle in a Congress in which many
members are beholden to union bosses.
Nevertheless, the foundation of a
tremendously important labor reform
movement is being laid. It took some years
to achieve passage of the Taft-Hartley
labor reform law in the 1940s. The antitrust
reform is the next step. It is a very logical
step. In time, the antitrust legislation is
likely to get the required degree of support.

10 Years Ago
During its two year history here, the
Murray-Mayfield United Lodge of
Fraternal Order of Police has contributed
more than $500 to various charitable
causes to help establish better relations
between the public and the police.
Seaman Apprentice James T. Hughes,
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hilton C
Hughes, was graduated from spetial
school at Little Creek, Norfolk, Va.
Mrs. N. B. Hunt of Henderson, grandmother of Hunt Smock, died June 7.
Richard Edmonds, Johnny Parker,
Connie Evans, Wilma Hale, Sharon
Venable, and Patricia Jones are new officers of the Murray Sub-District
Methodist Youth Fellowship.

90 Years Ago
"The Bank of Murray has had a face
lifting. A sand blasting firm blasted the
whole building, cutting away all
discoloring and soil and it really looks
nice," from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Mrs. Fannie Lancaster died today at the
home of her son, Carl Lancaster.
Miss Nora Jean Ezell and Rev. Charles
Hal Shipley were married June 5 at the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Attending the Rizpah Shrine Spring
Ceremonial at Franklin on May 30 were
Glindel Reaves, J. Edgar Pride, Messrs
and Mesdames Paul Dill, R. H. Robbins, T.
C. Carraway, Robert Holland, Barney
Weeks, Bill Solomon, Bernard Riggins,
and Norman Klapp.
Chuck roast is advertised at 39 cents per
pound in the ad for Parker's Food Market
this week.

Bible Thought
If ve had known me, ye should
have known my Father also: and
from henceforth ye know him, and
have seen him. John 14:7.
Every child wants to know what
God is like. Tell them about Jesus.
Then they can know more about
their heavenly Father. Why just
children? That's for all of us.
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Isn't It The Truth
A glass of drinking water with meals
served on jetliners is something the don'thesitate-to-call-on-us dollies do not serve
much of, if any. Stewardesses let you feed
your face right up to and including the
dessert without so much as a swallow of
anything but wine and the salad dressing;
a way of dehydrating the hand that feeds
them.

HEARTLINE is a service for Senior separation from federal service occurred
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer after October 1,1956, the widow's age does
not generally effect her receipt of survivor
questions—fast. HEARTLINE, 8514 North
annuity. Of course, no annuity is payable
Main St., Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
HEARTLINE: Is it true that my mother- to a wife as long as the employee or anin-law can go into a Social Security office nuitant is still living.
and find out the amount of my monthly
Social Security check? S.C.
ANSWER: No, unless your mother-inlaw has been declared by the courts to be
your legal guardian, she cannot get information about your benefits without
your consent.
HEARTLINE: I am a clergyman and
my church has not been taking out Social
Security taxes from my salary. Is this
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
correct? T. F.
ANSWER: Yes, your church is correct
in not withholding the Social Security Tax.
Canning foods to stretch the perature 'Of 250 degrees hours to wveral days, depending
Fahrenheit for 10 to 15 minutes to on the amount of toxin ingested.
Clergymen report their earnings from the budget can result in deaths.
ministry as if they were self-employed
Sales of garden seeds have kill the sports. Therefore,a pres- The victim feels weakness and
even though they may be employees.
been high, and outbreaks of sure canner is a requirement.
fatigue. Double vision may result
Botulism bacteria cannot from paralysis of one or more of
HEARTLINE: I am looking for a gen- botulism may occur because of
tleman friend to write to. Can your pen- the increase of home canning grow in acid foods, such as the eye-muscles, and the pupils
tomatoes and certain fruits but often dilate. Swallowing, speakthis summer.
pals help me?
The bacterium Clostridium low acid foods including meaes. ing and breathing may become
ANSWER: Our American 60 Club is
going to find you a friend to write to. botulinum -- an anaerobe (it vegetables and some varieties of difficult. Respiratory failure
However, we receive approximately 30 grows only in the absence of air) fruit. may produce deadly toxins. may result in death.
An antitoxin is effective if
ladies to every gentleman requesting a -- is the mast lethal of food-borne Follow directions carefully
poisons. From the sod and water regarding the temperatures re- given early and if the amount of
pen-pal. HEARTLINE'. What is meant by fully these toxic bacteria may get on, quired in canning a particular toxin con.surned has been small.
but not invade, fruits and food.
When in doubt, call a physician
insured under Social Security? R.Y.
Discard the content if cans, jar promptly or get to an emergency
ANSWER: This means you have enough vegetabls and grow on them
lids or sealing rings bulge or if MOM.
quarters to be eligible for Social Security: after improper home-canning by the container
shows seepage or
exclusion
of
air.
For information on home canretirement benefits when you reach the
spurts. smells unusual or looks ning, contact your local county
boiling
Open
Fahrenheit
at
212
eligible age. The most anyone will ever
cannot kill the spores of the moldy. Don't taste.
agent or write to the UT S. Dept.
need is 10 years of mirk (40 quarters).
When swallowed, the toxin is of AOrtculture, Consumer Infor-Clostridium bntulinum and
HEARTLINE: What is the earliest age
destroy their toxins unless this absorbed from the intestinal matiion, Pueblo, Cola 81009
that a widow can draw on her husband's
temperatuure i.s held- for con- tract into the blood stream: and
--Civil Service pension?
siderable time. Low-acid food the nervous system is poisoned.
Q. Mrs. F. D. wants to know if a
Answer: Provided the employee's
must be expor;et1 to a tem- Symptoms 'appear after a few child can develop a cataract.
,.

You'r

Let's Stay IT ell

Home Canning And Botulism

BLASINGAME
A. A child may be born with a
cataract in his eye. It may involve only a portion of the lens. If
a child has an eye injury, such as
one resulting from trauma
directly to the eyeball, he may
develop a traumatic cataract in
the same manner as an adult.
Q. Mr. A. K. wants information
regarding the calories in common alcoholic drinks.
A. Little difference exists in
whiskey, gin, vodka and rum. An
ounce and a half of any of these
forms of alcholic drinks contains
about EFS calories. An 8-ounce
glass of beer has approximately
115 calories. The sweeter the
drink, the more the calories
freim sugar: In wink.a "dry" one
may have only 85 calories per
glam. while the same amount of
port wine may contain 160 calories.
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How To Prepare
For A Tax Audit
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that a return should be audited,
they normally select particular
Central Shopping Center
items on the return that they
feel should be questioned.
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.
And how do you prepare for a
tax audit, now that you know
how your return was probably
selected?

enjoy a

Mothers Tossed Out Of
Park For Breastfeeding

Sale Now in Progress. Sale ends Wed.
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r •P4

Hospital Report

Spring
30 were
Messrs
bins, T.
Barney
iggins,

June 5, 1975
Adults 127
Nursery 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Turley (mother
Katie R.), Rt. 8, Box 400,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Kathy A. Rogers, 207 N.
12th., Murray, Larry K:
Downey, 414 S. 10th., Murray,
Trellis P. McCuiston,306S. 4th.,
Murray, Charles B. Fennel, Rt.
1, Hardin, Mrs. Vonnie 0.
Hicks, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Paula 0. Steffey, Tr. AO Coach
Est., Murray, Earl Forsee, Rt.
1, Murray, Mrs. Deborah L.
Beach, Rt. 2, Box 237, Murray.
Roy Holcomb, B13 Fox
Meadows Tr. Ct., Murray,0. S.
Wall, Rt. 6, Box 3, Murray, Mrs.
Ruby E. Miller, Rt. 3, Murray
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You're the one who
makes it, right? And
you should be the one
who saves it. But are
you?
When you buy
United States Savings
Bonds through the
Payroll Savings Plan
where you work, your
money saves itself.
Automatically.
A little is taken out
of each paychecic to
set aside to buy Bonds
You never even see it,
so it's safe from the
enemy.
Make peace with
your money. Buy
United Stales Savings
Bonds where you work
or bank.
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Helps keep you,plus
your clothes dry and
stain free .-. .

REGULARLY 1.47

96

12
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12
OVERNIGHT
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hlo Pm Needed
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IIMBI

Safety tapes - No pins needed . .

KIMBIES
124
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Boxes of 12 Toddler Overnight Kimbies with waterproof covers and cushiony fluff fillers to draw wetness
away from baby. Limit two per family.

ALBERTO
VO5
HAIR
SPRAY

Helps give vour skin
that drv, coolfeeling . .

Waterproof cover, eushiony fluff.fillers

Medium Daytime
WS

JOHNSON'S
Baby Powder

$1 99

2.28

Boxes of 12 Medium Overnight Kimbies that are
shaped the way your baby is to keep him dryer and
happier. Limit two per family.

TREND
MULTI-PURPOSE
DETERGENT
ROSES
LOW
PRICE

64'

33-oz. net wt. Trend Detergent. Great for dishes, tine
fabrics, baby clothes and diapers. Cuts grease fast,
leaves dishes and glassware, even pots and pans,
sparkling clean,
Looks, tastes. and mu'
be used like siyzar. .

SWEET `N LOW
Sugar Substitute

lie

100 individual serving packets. Looks, tastes,
and may be used like sugar in hot and iced
beverages. There is no bitter aftertaste.

REGULARLY 1.77

147

127

Johnson's ® Baby Powder formula helps
keep your skin dry, cool, and comfortable
Pamper your baby, then yourself. 24-oz. net
WI.

16-oz. (net wt.) Alberto I105 hair
spray with veron. Hard to hold or
super hard to hold, holds your
hair in place the way yew want it.

Reg.

(:uts grease fast ... Great for
dishes and all fine fabrics.

•

Anti9-oz. net wt. Arrid ® XX Extra Dry
Perspirant Spray. Doesn't just stop odor . .
it helps stop perspiration wetness too.

5-oz (net wt.) new Gillette
Double Protection Atittperspirant
Helps keep you and your clothes
dry, and stain and odor free.
Regular or unscented, both with
jouble protection.

< —
SAM OWED

• •

ARRID ® XX
-EXTRA-DRYAnti-Perspirant
SPRAY

Right Guard

REGULARLY 97'

R
97'

Tak
•steock

Keeps.)ou 50%
drier than any other
spray we've ever made •

DOUBLE
PROTECTION
Anti-Perspirant

Toddler Overnight

(h

Eddyville 'Ranks At Bottom'
Veteran Of 12 Prisons Says

REt.
1.89

Easier on the stomach
than aspoln . . .

Delicious bubble gum in the
shape of cigarettes . .

Bottles of 100

Bubble Gum
SMOKES
RFC.
63'

48e

DATRIL
TABLETS
RE(:.
1.47

8-ounces net wt packages of
delicious bubble gum in the shape
of cigarettes.

96C

Bottles of 100 Datrill tablets, the
safe, non-aspirin pain reliever.
Conditions Akin
as it cleanses . . .

Pleasant and
refreshing taste .

SCOPE

CARESS

MOUTHWASH

BODY BAR

68'
RH. KW

Economical 12-fluid ounce sire
bottle of Scope mouthwash
and gargle. Refresh your mouth
with Scope

311

TrW. scn
r

I

i7'
3.75-oz.

complexion

size

has 101 drops of light.
akg.,14 • Caress
delicate bath oil. Conditions
the skin as it cleanses.

Join the Payroll Savings Plan.

-

4
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100-Foot Chip For
Eagle Key For Floyd's
Kemper Open Win
By BOB CULLEN .
Associated Press Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. ( AP) Coming into the ninth green in
the Kemper Open, Ray Floyd
stood 100 feet and six years
from victory on the pro golf
tour.
It had been that long since
his last victory, the 1969 PGA,
and he had 100 feet of slick,
rolling green to negotiate with
his third shot on the 535-yard
par five.
Floyd chipped an eight iron
onto the green. It rolled over a
low-lying stretch of grass, curved right and hopped into the
hole for an eagle. The $50,000
Kemper prize was, from that
moment, his to hold.
The eagle gave Floyd a twostroke lead over South African
Gary Player and enabled him
to play cautiously down the
stretch, using irons off the tees
on the last four holes.
From there it was just a
process of knocking holes out of
the way. I just struggled
around,- he said later.
Floyd, 32, said he didn't know
the proper adjectives to describe his feeling after winning,
-I've worked hard for a couple
of years, applying myself lo my
game. It seemed like I was destined."

Floyd's final round 69 gave
him a total of 278, three shots
ahead of Player and John Mahaffey.
The ninth was also a good
hole for Player, who has not
yet won on the tour this year.
He hit a delicate wedge over a
sand trap to within four feet
and holed the putt for a birdie.
But on the back nine, Player
was frustrated by several putts
that rimmed the cup and refused to fall. He bogeyed the
11th and 18th to finish with a
73.
That tied him with young Mahaffey, who started his round
with a flock of birdies, then
cooled off on the back side and
finished with a 70.
Player didn't speak to reporters after his round, but Mahaffey offered an unusual excuse
for the putts he failed to hole.
"It's the white paint on the
cups of the televised holes," he
said. "I think it makes the hold
hard and the putts go in and
come out." On televised holes,
cups are painted to make them
easier to see.
A shot behind Mahaffey was
Jerry Heard, with a 72 for a
282. Behind Heard came the
trio of Jim Masserio, Bob Murphy and Britain's Peter Oosterhuis at 283.

(MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
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College Foal* Has
Major Problems Ahead

By HAL BO('K
AP Sports Writer
Can you imagine an autumn
Saturday with no college football?
Impossible, you think. Not
really. The nation's colleges
and universities, buffeted by
the recession and battered by
economic hard times, are in a
financial crisis. And so are
their athletic programs.
Inflation has bent budgets to
the breaking point; colleges are
searching frantically for ways
to cut costs. That search often
begins in the athletic department, where the slicing usually
cuts deepest.
Some schools already have
dropped football; others have
sharply curtailed their involvement. For those still playing, cutbacks are almost certain.
The major changes may
eventually include a return to
one-platoon football in which
players must compete on both
offense and defense. Other
economies include sharply reBy DAN EVEN . . plays Eastern Michigan, 37-19,
duced recruiting and slashes in
Monday
elimination
games
in
AP Sports Writer
the number of scholarships
OMAHA, Neb. ( AP) - So night.
granted.
was
surprised
Florida
State
much for college baseball polls.
-We believe intercollegiate
Seton Hall and Arizona State 2-1 in 10 innings Saturday night
athletics
are at the turning
proved that rankings don't by Eastern Michigan and fin- point," said John Fuzak of
mean much when it comes to ished 49-10.
Michigan State University,
the College World Series.
presidea4iof the National Colle'This is really a great balgiate At etic Association.
Iclub, I am just sorry we did
'Our'collegiate athletic pronot show it to the people here,"
grams are the envy of the
summed up Florida State
world," he said. -It is inCoach Woody Woodward after
cumbent upon us to come up
Press
By
The
Associated
his top-rated team was elimiwith positive and appropriate
GOLF . .
nated Sunday 11-0 by Seton
ways to cut costs while still
Vinny
HOYLAKE,
England
Hall.
maintaining the high leVel of
Giles
of
Richmond,
Va.,
fired
Well, what about No. 2?
our programs."
That would be Texas, and the eight birdies to overwhelm
The NCAA has recognized the
Longhorns also were on the Britain's Mark James 8 and 7
for some time. There
problem
scheduled
36-hole
wrong end, losing 5-2 to Arizona and win the
have been formal proposals for
State but remaining alive in the final of the British Amateur
cost cutting presented to the
double-elimination tournament Golf Championship.
group's annual convention evthat is down to six teams.
- - ._ CHARLOTTE.
ery year since 1970. But until
final
round
69,
inFloyd
fired
a
Fourth-ranked South Carolina
now the proposals never have
recouped a little prestige for cluding a 100-foot chip shot for
been acted upon.
eagle
three
on
the
ninth
an
the ratings compiled by the
A special select meeting on
registered
a
threehole,
and
newspaper "Collegiate Basethe economy last month offered
ball," by toppling upstart East- stroke victory in the $2,50,000
specific approaches to the probern Michigan 5-1 in a game Kemper Open golf tournament.
lem, and a special convention
TRACK & FIELD .
called in the sixth inning beof the NCAA will be convened
QuarDon
EUGENE,
Ore.
cause of rain.
August to turn the proposals
in
The only unbeatens - Ari- rie broke the world record in
into workable legislation. It is
zona State, 60-11, and South the 220-yard dash with a time
significant that of the 53 invited
Carolina, 49-4 - battle Tuesday of 19.9 seconds, shattering Tomdelegates to the conference, 11
night, Texas, 53-6, tests Seton mie Smith's previous record of
were college or university pres20
seconds
flat.
Hall. 32-9, and Oklahoma, 51-9,
idents.
HORSE RACING
NEW YORK - Avatar, "If we don't do something
$28.40, captured the 107th run- about costs," said one athletic
ning of the $193,600 Belmont director, "the presidents of the
Stakes at Belmont Park Satur- schools most certainly will."
Clearly, the presidents are
T-Ball and girls softball day, beating Foolish Pleasure
taking a most active interest in
coaches are needed before these by a neck.
the NCAA's economic plans. A
programs can begin! Anyone
AUTO RACING
record 44 top school adminisinterested in coaching please
RIVERSIDE, Calif. - Richtrators attended the January
contact Murray Park Departard Petty, driving a 1975
immediately.
convention in Washington, and
ment
Dodge, outdueled Bobby Allison
Registration for girls softball to win the $80,000, 400-mile at least that many are expected
will continue through June 10. Grand National stock car road at the August meeting.
Robert B. Kamm, president
race at Riverside International
of Oklahoma State University,
Raceway.
was one of the delegates at last
ANDERSTORP, Sweden month's NCAA economy meetNiki Lauda of Austria drove a
He tried to make the deleing.
Murray Park Department has Ferrari to his third straight
gates, mostly athletic directors,
opening Grand Prix victory of the year,
announced
the
faculty representatives and
registration for youth beginning capturing the Swedish Grand
coaches, understand the overall
tennis classes (ages 7-15) and Prix over runnerup Carlos
administration viewpoint of the
the adult evening classes. Reutemann of Argentina.
crunch.
MILWAUKEE - A.J. Foyt, money
Registration will begin June 5
"The boom of the '60s is
the
pole
position,
starting
from
June
12.
and continue through
over," he said, "not only for
Classes will begin June 16. For captured the Rex Mays 150athletics, but for the entire unifurther information contact mile race for Indianapolis-type
versity community. Tough
Murray Park Department at cars, outlasting Indianapolis 500
times are ahead for all of highwinner Bobby Unser.
753-7640.

Florida State Knocked
Out Of College Series

Sports In
Brief

1-Ball Coaches Are
Needed For Teams

Tennis Lessons To
Be Given At Park

Perkins
Friday Smile-Maker

iPbau"`
PANCAKE
HOUSE

lb. U.S. Choke Chopped Beef Steak
Baked Potato W Butter or Sour Cream
Toasted French Bread
Fresh Garden Salad & Homemade Dressing

-Reg.$2.95
Every Frida% From 1 p.m.til 10 p.m.

Two-For The Price of-One
Perkins Pancake & Steak House - U.s. 641 North
Bring The Familv-Sare A Bundle & Smile,Smile,Smile

Rix Yard, Tulane's athletic
er education. We must establish
likes the recommenddirector,
- -priorities in every area."
At Oklahoma State, Kamm ed cuts in football scholarships,
said, a self-study program is but he would take those reducunderway to locate areas that tions even further. "No matter
can offer economies. "We may where the limit is placed, if it
be eliminating some academic went down to 15 or 20, we'd still
programs, some doctoral pro- have good, competitive footgrams, maybe some masters ball," he said.
Tulane sent 57 football playprograms, maybe even some
on each of its trips last
ers
fields
of
study."
major
He did not mention athletic year at a cost of almost $1,500
cuts, but the message was per man over the course of the
clear. "Please look at the total season. Yard calls that expense
problems of your institutions," unnecessary and it is likely
that the traveling squad will be
Kamm said.
Only three sports earn money cut next season, whether the
at the collegiate level. They are NCAA orders it or not.
Loyola of New Orleans
football, basketball and hockey.
The remaining programs-ten- dropped all sports three years
nis, golf, track, wrestling, fenc- ago as part of a general belting, etc.-are in the area of tightening. Doug Dougherty, sunon-revenue sports, meaning perintendent of accounts, exthey are paid for by the money- plained the move as being
purely economic.
makers.
"Sports were running quite a
But the income from revenue
sports has been dwindling be- deficit," said Dougherty.
cause of the expenses they in- "Since then, we have built up
cur. And that poses a major intramural sports but, of
part of the cost-cutting di- course, that doesn't cost anylemma. The schools have been thing near what it costs to be in
competition,
reluctant to tamper in revenue- intercollegiate
producing areas, yet the simple what with recruiting and all."
When the University of Verfact is that the income sports
are the same ones that cost the mont faced a $200,000 deficit,
football was dropped. The decimost to support.
sion
was announced last No"Three years ago, our football team took a plane trip to vember.
"Had we kept football, everyplay a game at Illinois," said
Fuzak, an associate dean at thing else would have become
Michigan State's College of third-rate, mediocre," said EdEducation. "That trip cost ward Andrews, university pres$7,600. Two years later, that ident. "The logic behind the desame trip cost $13,000. That is cision was so overwhelming
an example of what we are up that there wasn't much anybody could do."
against."
After the initial string of
The American Football
Coaches Association surveyed complaints' over the decision,
its mernbership on the problem indrews' phone started ringof economics. A large number ing. The callers were other colof the members were agreeable lege presidents, congratulating
to placing limits on recruiting him on the move. "I get the
practices, reducing the number impression that we might be
of scholarships, limiting the the first of many," the Vernumber of coaches on their mont president said.
Since last season, the Universtaffs and cutting traveling
sity of Tampa and Georgetown,
squads.
Darrell Royal, head coach at Ky., also have dropped football.
The University of Wisconsin
the University of Texas and
president of the coaches' organ- offers a study in contrasts.
The school's branch at Madiization, endorsed his group's
son plays big time college footopinions.
"We are headed for one-pla- ball and projects a profit of betoon football anyway," said tween $40,000 and $60,000 this
Royal, "and that's fine with year for the athletic departme. As for recruiting trips, ment, which has a budget bewe've found that kids have a tween $2.7 million and $2.8 milpretty good idea between two lion. Six years ago, the departschools or so where they want ment had a $200,000 deficit. But
to go. If they are interested in there are fears that inflation
one or two schools, we don't again will cause costs to surwant them making paid trips to pass revenue in two or three
half a dozen others just to have years.
Meanwhile, at Wisconsin's
a good time."
J. Neils Thompson, Walt)
, Milwaukee branch, there is a
representative at Texas and a deficit of between $20,000 and
member of the NCAA Council, $25,000, compared to a profit
said that the larger schools rep- five years ago.
The school has played an inresented at the special economdependent,
less ambitious footconference
had
ics
recommended a limit of three contacts be- ball schedule than the Madison
tween a school and a prospec- branch, but the Athletic Board
tive student-athlete. "And there recently voted to drop the
was unanimous agreement that sport.
The picture isn't all bleak.
we should have no full-time recruiters in any sport," he said. There are about 50 schools with
Other suggestions that will be profitable sports programs,
framed into legislation and some of" them making money
voted on at the special NCAA despite overall deficits for their
convention include cuts in colleges or universities.
At the University of Mincoaching staffs and scholarnesota, the deficit for the curships.
Under the proposals, football rent academic year will run
staffs would be trimmed to about $1.6 million. But the atheight coaches and basketball to letic department will show
two. The allowable number of about a $75,000 profit, up from
football scholarships would be the $38,000 profit of last year.
Bob Geary, assistant to Minreduced from the current 105 to
90, with maximums of 35 nesota Athletic Director Paul
awards for any one year and 60 Giel, said the school's sports
progfann had its problems soonfor two years.
Basketball would be cut from er than other athletic depart18 to 16 scholarships with a ments and is pulling out of
maximum of seven in any them sooner. Donations have
single year and 10 in any two gone up in the last five years
years. Grants in all other from $120,000 to about $300,000
sports would be cut from the and membership in the Golden
Gopher Club of $1,000 contribcurrent limit of 209 to 80.
Many schools have not waited utors has increased from 25 to
for the NCAA to turn the cos- 140 Income from basketball
tcutting suggestions into cos- and hockey also has increased
•
substantially.
'cutting rules.
Ohio State University's $5.7
At Tulane, tor example,
million athletic budget will
schOlarships have been phased
show a surplus of about $350,000
,ut in tennis, golf and track
this year. That money is *earand reduced in baseball and marked for capital improveswimming. Even with those
ments and maintenance, and
'cuts, the school has 142 athletes
D. Hindman, the school's
Hugh
„a scholarship at a cost to the
assuc,'
athletio,dirtor, said
athletic departnient-tif--$000
the figure is down from five
year,
a
total of
each next
years ago because of increased $710,000.
operational expenditures.

Dodgers And Astros
Win In Pony League
The Dodgers and the Astros
picked up hard-fought wins
Saturday night in Pony League
play.
In the first contest, the
Dodgers napped a tie game by
scoring three times in the
bottom of the sixth inning to
edge the Phils 8-5. The second
contest found the Astros scoring
seven times in the seventh to nip
the Mets 10-9.
The Dodgers were coasting
along with a 5-2 lead over the
Phils in the sixth inning. Greg
Dowdy opened the sixth for the
Phils with a single and pinch
runner Robert Herndon stole
second. Then Kenneth McCuiston ripped a run-scoring
triple.
Dan Rogers followed with a
RBI hit and then after stealing
second, scored when Randy
Garland's pop fly to right was
dropped. That brought in the
tying run and left the teams
knotted at 5-5.
In the bottom of the sixth,
Kim Sims reached on an error,
took second on a passed ball and
moved to third on a sacrifice
bunt by Hal Hendricks. Sims
then came in to score on a

passed ball. Alan Gibbs reached
on a fielder's choice, Fred
Kemp followed with a single
and successive RBI hits by
Marty Guthrie and Kevin
Wright added two insurance
runs for the Dodgers.
Reliever Fred Kemp held the
Phils in check in the top of the
seventh and the Dodgers copped
the win.
Dan Rogers paced the Phils
with three hits while Doh
Rogers, Larry Cunningham,
Mark Herndon and Greg Dowdy
all added a hit apiece.
For the Dodgers, Kemp and
Hendricks had two hits while
Marty Guthrie, Tim Berkley
and Steve Barnett hit safely.
The second contest had a little
of everything.
The Mets jumped out for
seven runs in the tip of the first
inning and going into the bottom
of the seventh, led 9-3.
In the top of the first, Charlie
Wells walked, Mark Outland
walked and Mickey Spann
walked to fill the sacks. Wells
scored on an error by the catcher for the first run of the
contest. Lee Hopkins sent home
two more men with a single
before Dwayne Dycus doubled
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to score another run. The rest of
the runs in the frame scored on
errors.
It appeared the Astros were
doomed to a loss when Thomas
Kendall opened the home half of
the seventh and final frame by
slapping a single.
David Stripling then walked
and the next man popped up.
That left men on first and third
and the Dodgers were two outs
away from a win as they still
were ahead 9-3.
But then came the trouble.
Craig Rogers doubled to score
two runs and trim the lead to 95. Steve Dann singled in another
run.
Mark Erwin and Steve Gough
both walked and Dunn came in
on a passed ball to make it 9-7.
Milton walked and then Joe
Rose walked and to drive in
another run and trim the Met
lead to one run.
And then Kendall, who
started the inning with a hit,
ended the game With a two-run
single.
Kendall paced the Astros with
three hits while Dunn had two
and Craig Rogers one. For the
Mets, Mark Outland had three
hits while Hopkins and Dycus
had one apiece.
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Avatar Wins Belmont,
Nips Foolish Pleasure
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Ap Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- Avatar
fulfilled trainer Tommy Doyle's
wish, showed up jockey Ron
Turcotte and left thoroughbred
racing's 3-year-old colts and
geldings without a definite leader with his victory in the Belmont Stakes.
"If I had to win one of the
classics, this is the one I would
have chosen," Doyle said after
Willie Shoemaker rode Avatar
to a neck victory over Kentucky Derby winner Foolish
I'leasure in the Belmont Stakes
on Saturday. Avatar had finished second in the Derby and
fifth in the Preakness.
"To show you how smart I
am, I exercised both Diabolo
and Avatar and I picked Diabolo," said Turcotte, who finished seventh on longshot Just
the Time. "Just say I had a
good view of the race."
Turcotte, a Belmont crowd of
60,321 and a national television
audience saw Avatar break
well, get good position and
avoid trouble for the entire
trip.' •
Diabolo broke on top under
Laffit Pincay and led the way
down the backstretch, with
Preakness winner Master Derby second and Avatar third on
the outside. -That was the position I really wanted, on the outside," said Shoemaker. "The
outside was a little deeper today than the inside."

Master Derby, ridden by Darrel McHargue, and Avatar both
moved to Diabolo on the turn
and passed him with a quarter
of a mile left in the Pa-mile
race. Then, with about an
eighth of a mile remaining,
Avatar overtook Master Derby.
"I didn't want to take the
lead when I did but I didn't
have a choice," said Shoemaker. "Master Derby ran out
of gas and left me in front. I
decided I might as well go on
now."
"I was a little scared when
he had to go to the front so early because as you know the
horse has a tendency to loaf,"
said Doyle.
But Shoemaker, using his
whip with both hands, got Avatar home ahead of the surging
Foolish Pleasure, who also had
begun to move on the final turn
under Jacinto Vasquez. The
winning time was 2:28 1-5. Master Derby was 3b2 lengths back
of Foolish Pleasure and four in
front of Diabolo.
"He didn't respond at first,"
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said Shoemaker. "He pricked
his ears. The wire came up just
about in time. He could have
beaten this horse a couple of
lengths if he tried." But a neck
was enough to give the 43-yearold jockey his fifth Belmont
victory in eight tries.
A victory by Foolish Pleasure, who finished second by a
length in the Preakness, or
Master Derby would have
made either one the undisputed
leader of the 3-year-old colts
and geldings. Now that leadership is up for grabs.
Doyle and owner Arthur Seeligson Jr. now plan a rest for
Avatar who earned $116,160 for
his fifth victory, with three seconds and a third, in 12 starts
this year, and returned a winning mutuel of $28.40.
Completing the order of finish
after Diabolo in the 107th Belmont, in which each starter
carried 126 pounds, were
Prince Thou Art, Singh, Just
The Time, Nalses Rialto and
Syllabus.
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Build Increased production Into your herd with consistent use of A. I. Proven Select Sires. It pays!

Call your
KABA
technician

Samsonite
Silhouette
Super
Sale

J. C. KEMP
phom 753-2984

Arnold Palmer
says. Now you
can get all the
luggage you
need and save
plenty. All colors
of Samsonite
Silhouette are
on sale "

In)

New Tor)
San Franci
7), (n)
Tues4
St. Louis i
Pittsburgh
Chicago a
Philadelph
(n)
Montreal
New York
(n)

LIMITED
QUANTITES
(Sale Begins
June t_
Ends June 14)

For two weeks only You can
get super values on famous Samsonite Silhouette in
popular styles and all colors Start a new set -give
it as a gift Save on matching pieces Come in today for /
your Super Savings on Samsonite Silhouette

Reguiv
Plce

Men's Cases

Sale
Poce

Aegurar
Proce

Save

Carry-On 1-Suiter
554 09 5.41 88 $12 12
21 Companion
48 00 37 88 10.12
24 Companion
62 00 45 88 16.12
2-Suiter
74 00 54 88 1912.
3-Suiter
78.00 56 88 21.12
Colors Oxford Grey Deep Olive

of) Samsonite

Ladles' Cases
Beauty Case
5.44 00
0 Nate
48 00
24 Pullman
62 00
26 Pullman
74 00
29 Pullman
86 00
Handi-Tote
38 00
Shoulder Tote
36 00
Colors DovOr white. Willow Green
Wild Strawberry, Columbine Blue

Sale
Price

Save

S29.28 $14 72
37 88 10 12
45 88 16,12
54 88 1912.
68 68 17.32
27 88 10.12
26 88 9 12

Lindsey's Jewelers

••••6••=16-

CourtSquare - Murray

For your
PAC Dept N.

A
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JoAnne Carner Wins Top Prize
In Ladies Pro Golf Tournament

All-Male Sports Teams
May Be Coming To End
ter the 1972 law.
By PEGGY SIMPSON
Rhinelander said he thought
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP)- In an Congress would approve the
increasing number of court de- regulations and that the pattern
cisions, schools are being told of recent court cases would be
their all-male sports programs influential because it shows
violate the law and that they that sports are to be considered
must admit women to their an integral part of the over-all
educational system.
teams.
The Department of Health, Critics contend that sports
Education and Welfare is coun- are not federally financed and
ting on the pattern of court rul- that the ban on discrimination
ings to be persuasive with Con- should not have been intergress as the lawmakers review preted to encompass any of the
new and sweeping rules barring athletic programs.
sex discrimination in the na- Supporters say, however, that
tion's schools and colleges, ac- all aspects of a school system
cording to John B. Rhinelander, must be accountable to the nonthe department's general coun- discrimination law, especially
since athletic programs use
sel.
are
Unless Congress negates the school facilities and
HEW rules by July 21, they will coached by persons on the
go into effect automatically. over-all school faculty. They
The rejection can be only on point to recent court rulings
the narrow grounds that the that have, apparently with rare
regulations, which HEW issued exceptions in the last five
last week, are inconsistent with years, found athletics to be an
what Congress intended in integral part of a tax-supported
passing the law in 1972. Con- school system.
Courts have recently decided
gress, of course, could also alin favor of women students and
against school districts or state
athletic associations on the
sports-sex discrimination question in Pennsylvania, Min,2
=-=•
•=4
nesota, Kansas, Nebraska,
By The Associated Press
Michigan and Indiana, among
American League
other places.
East

est of
ed on
were
omas
If of
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to 9other
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it 9-7.
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o-run

PINE PLAINS, N.Y.(AP)Veteran JoAnne Carner, who
says she tends to "relax and
make mistakes" when she has
the lead, captured the top prize
of $7,000 Sunday for her sixstroke victory in a $50,000
Lathes Professional Golf Association tournament.
Mrs. Carner, the leader
throughout the three-day tourney, shot an even-par 73 Sunday on the All-American Golf
and Country Club course to finish the 54-hole event with a 213
total, six under par.
"Relaxing with a lead is a
flaw I'm trying to overcome,"
said Mrs. Carner Sunday. "I
really wanted to go wire-to-wire
here."
Sandra Spuzick, who was
the top motorcycle :twain: in
IN MURRAY TONIGHT-Deng Cross, billed os The Flying Cross, is one of
the United States. Just recently in Texas, he seared over oieweringkferno of 12 burning cars. He will be
at Rudy's Restaurant tonight from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. for on autograph session and will later be at the
Murray City Pork to attend baseball games with Murray Ledger & Times sports editor Mike Brandon. Cross
is considering making a jump in the western Kentucky area this summer.

Standings

with
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W L Pct. GB
28 20 583
Boston
2
28 24 538
New York
5
24 26 .480
Milwaukee
5
.479
25
23
Detroit
2
/
61
23 28 .451
Cleveland
7
22 28 .440
Baltimore
West
31 22 .585 Oakland
2
City 30 25 .545
Kansas
5
27 28 .491
California
5
.491
26 27
Texas
24 25 .490 5
Minnesota
2
1
22 30 .423 8/
Chicago
Saturday's Results
1
Boston 3, Minnesota
Texas S. Cleveland 4, 12 innings
Detroit 3, Oakland 0
Baltimore 7, Kansas City 3
New York 6, Chicago 3
California 5, Milwaukee 2
Sunday's Results
Minnesota 7, Boston 5
Cleveland 3-6, Texas 2-7, 2nd
game 17 innings
New York 4, Chicago 1
Baltimore 1, Kansas City 0
Milwaukee 4, California 3
Oakland 4, Detroit 0
Monday's Games
Oakland (Siebert 2-0) at Bal
timore (Cuellar 3-4), (n)
Texas (Hands 5-3) at Boston
(Wise 5-4), In)
Minnesota (Blyleven 4-21 at
Cleveland (Harrison 0-0), (n)
5-7) at
California (Singer
New York (Hunter 8-5), (n)
Detroit (Bare 1.23 at Kansas
City (Fit2morr4,8-3), (n)
Milwaukee (Sprague 1-1) at
Chicago (Osteen 1-5), (n)
Tuesday's Games
Oakland at Baltimore, (n)
Texas at Boston, (n)
Minnesota at Cleveland, (n)
California at New York, (n)
Detroit at Kansas City, (n)
Milwaukee at Chicago, (n)
National League
East
W L Pct.
27 22 551
Pittsburgh
26 22 .542
New York
28 24 .538
Philphia
28 25 .528
Chicago
25 .500
25
Louis
St. s
17 28 378
Montreal

•

Buechler Upends
Purcell In Finals
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)Mark Buechler of Louisville St.
Xavier defeated Mel Purcell of
Murray 6-4, then won a tie-to
take the second set 7-5, and
captured the boys' state high
school tennis crown Saturday.
Buechler had advanced to the
finals by overpowering Danny
Gunther of Jefferson County
Eastern 6-2, 6-0 at the Louisville
Tennis Club.
Purcell breezed into the finals
by defeating Paul Lang of
Jefferson County Waggener.
The margin was 6-4 in the first
set, and Lang retired at 1-0 in
the second set because of a
twisted ankle.
Bill Hoppe and Juan Masi of
Lexington Sayre teamed up to
take the doubles final over John
O'Bryan and Greg Fischer of
Louisville Trinity 7-5, 6-1.

GB
2
2

1
2, 2
8

West
34 22 607
Cincinnati
U?
Angeles 33 24 579
Los
27 26 .509 52
S Franc isto
7
26 28 .481
San Diego
25 31 .446 9
Atlanta
2
1
20 39 .339 15/
Houston
Saturday's Results
Pittsburgh 7, San Francisco 6
Atlanta 7, New York 3
Cincinnati 8, Chicago 1
San Diego at Montreal, ppd.,
rain
Philadelphia 4, Los A geles 0
St. Louis 5, Houston 1
Sunday's Results
San Francisco 34, Pittsburgh
1-2
Cincinnati 2-8, Chicago 1-5
Philadelphia 4, Los Angeles 2
San Diego 5-1, Montreal 23
New York 7, Atlanta 6,,14 innings
St. Louis 5, Houston 1
Monday's Games
St. Louis (Curtis 3-3) at Atlanta (Odom 0,0), (n)
Pittsburgh (Reuss 5-4) at Cincinnati (NormaR 2-2), (n)
Chicago (Ston. 5-0) at HouS
ton (Konieczny 3-7), (n)
Philadelphia (Twitchel I 4-6)
at San Diego (Jones 7-3), (h) Montreal (Fryman 5-2) at
Los Angeles (Messersmith 8-2),
(n)
New York (Koosman 5-3) at
San Francisco (Montefusco 3.
(n)
Tuesday's Games
St. Louis at Atlanta, (n)
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, (n)
Chicago at Houston, (n)
Philadelphia at San Diego,
(n)
Montreal at Los Angeles, (n)
New York at San Francisco,
(n)

The Flying Cross, Motorcycle
Daredevil, In Murray Tonight
He's quiet and confident.
He's a non-smoker, a non-drinker and the strongest language he ever uses is an occasional
gosh or golly.
There's nothing on the surface to suggest that Doug Cross is any different than any other
All-American, red-blooded young man.
But about eight times a year, the 23-year old Cross dons his all-white, hand-made leather
suit and becomes The Flying Cross.
He is quickly become one of the most popular motorcycle daredevils in the United States.
Because of his youthful enthusiasm and his love for youngsters, he has a large following of
fans from Texas to Illinois to Colorado.
Cross will be in Murray tonight from 5 p. m. to 6 p. m. at Rudy's Restaurant to meet with
local people and sign autographs. Following that session, he will be attending ballgames at
the Murray City Park.
Just last month, The Flying Cross soared over a towering inferno of 12 burning cars, a
distance of over 100 feet through fire and air. He plans to make even more death-defying
acts this summer and hopefully, he would like to make a jump in the western Kentucky

trailing Mrs. Carner by four
strokes going into Sunday's
round, was only able to muster
a 75 for a final 219 and the $5,200 second-place prize.
Carol Mann, the I.PGA president, fired the day's only subpar round, a 72, and tied for
third with Sue Roberts, who
soared to a 77. They received
$3,230 each.
Mrs. Garner, the 1971 U.S.
Open Champion and five times
U.S. Amateur champion, said
that now she will be pointing
her game toward the U.S. Open
tournament July 17-20 at Atlantic City (N.J.) Country Club.
Her foremost goal, however,
is to become the first woman to
win $100,000 in a season. "Arnold Palmer was the first to do
it among men and people re-

member it. It's always nice to
be first in anything, but it's
possible this year."
Her victory Sunday boosted
her earnings this year to
$31,918. Last year, Mrs. Carner,
36, of Lake Worth, Fla., set an
LPGA earnings record of
$87,094.
Four women finished in a tie
for fifth place with 223 totals -Jane Blalock with a 74 on the
final round, Amy Alcott and Jocelyne Bourassa, who each snot
76, and Sharon Miller, who carded a 77. They gained $1,850
each.
The season's leading money
winner, Sandra Palmer, shot 74
for a 224 total and finished tied
for ninth with Judy Rankin,
Chako Higuchi of Japan and
Betty Burfeindt.
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Yanks And Cubs Pick
Up Little League Wins

Robin
Requarth,
a three-run Eddie
Donnie Thompson twirled a Overbey slammed
Roberts, Jamie Morganti, Vic
homer.
one-hitter and fanned 12 batters
In the third, the Yanks put six Marshall, Craig Darnell and
Friday night in the Little
on the board with a run- Terry Battey.
more
League play as the upstart
The first contest tonight will
single by Ricky
scoring
12-0.
Cubs
the
ripped
Yanks
find the A's playing the Cubs
single
two-run
a
and
Hargrove
In the other league game, the
the big while in the second game, the
area.
Cards nipped the Pirates 7-5 in a by Don Hargrove being
of
Bobbin
Twins will meet the Pirates.
Flying
the
the
rally.
in
hits
Last summer at DuQuoin, Illinois, Cross won a match jump .aith
fine contest.
Games set for Tuesday include
single
a
added
Yanks
The
California.
Thompson gave up his hit in
the Yanks and Reds in the
out
closed
and
fourth
the
in
tally
The greatest distance ever jumped on a cycle is 155-10 by 18-year old Gary Wells of
Wilson
Kim
the first inning.
in the fifth when opener and the Cards and
Phoenix, Ariz. Wells was injured recently and is no longer jumping.
punched a one-out single and the scoring
Astros in the nightcap.
feet.
145
over
just
unloaded a
is
Santagado
Evel Knievel's greatest distance
after that, Thompson, who Robert
shot.
two-run
Cross, a native of New Burnside, Ill., is presently the top jumper in the United States,
walked just two men in the
Robert Santagado, Mark
since Knievel and Wells are no longer in the business.
contest, was untouchable.
jumper
no
that
stunt
a
ATLANTA ( AP)- More Atattempt
to
and Ricky Hargrove
Overbey
In the near future, perhaps at his next jump, he plans
all
The Yanks got Thompson
lanta Braves fans are sitting in
the
for
hits
two
had
all
has ever tried before. The announcement of that jump will be made later this month.
the runs he needed in the top of
hitting safely were the cheap seats this year and
Cross will be glad to meet with any interested persons and answer any questions about his
the first. Don Hargrove and Yanks.Also
the
at
Don the team's management has ofSantagado,
Charlie
career and about stunt jumping. In case of rain this evening and if the appearance
Robert Santagado both reached
9
to
m.
p.
7
from
office
fered a further inducement Ti:nes
&
Ledger
Murray
the
at
be
will
David
and
Cross
out,
Thompson
rained
is
Hargrove,
City Park
on errors and then Mark
reducing the price of a child's
p. m. to meet with fans.
Billington.
The Cards and the Pirates general admission ticket from
were knotted at four apiece $1 to 50 cents.
"We don't expect a signifiafter three innings in their wellincrease in general admiscant
game.
played
But in the top of the fourth, sion seating because of it," said
the Cards moved ahead to stay. Vice President Eddie Robinson.
"However," he added, "our
Randy Dawson reached on a
walk, David Denham singled overall general admission attendance is up over 100 per
and Dawson later scored on a
passed ball. Bruce Taylor cent this season, and this move
makes the area a better value
run and
allowed just four hits. Balti- singled to score another
for families.
In the rest of the American
Claudell Washington gave game with a no-hitter going, I more's Brooks Robinson follow- the Cards led 6-4.
In the home half of the fourth,
League, Cleveland defeated Holtzman all the hits he needed might have thought about it," ed Lee May's seventh-inning
BASEBALL
Texas 3-2 before the Rangers with his fifth and sixth homers Palmer said. "But even then, I double with a single down the the Pirales added a run as they
CLEVELAND - The Clevewon the 17-inning second game of the season, a solo shot in the think everything you do has to right field line.
used a single by Tim Foster and land Indians traded pitcher
7-6, Minnesota beat Boston 7-5, fifth inning and a three-run be dictated in the way you
an error when Joe Oakley John "Blue Moon" Odom to the
Rangers 2-7
3-6,
Indians
want to try and win the game,"
the Cards' Atlanta Braves in exchange for
New York downed Chicago 5-1 clout in the seventh.
"If I say I'm not tired I'm a reached base to trim
So Palmer simply outdueled
and Milwaukee edged Califorpitcher Rorie Harrison.
Orioles 1, Royals 0
I'd feel lead to a mere run.
think
don't
I
liar
But in the top of the sixth, the
nia 4-3.
"If I had gone late inh, the the Royals' Steve Busby, who this tired if I played," quipped
the lead by adTexas Manager Billy Martin Cards padded
run. Gary
ding
an
insurance
Burroughs,
Jeff
by
singles
after
scored on
later
Sims
and
tripled
Mike Hargrove and Len Randle
gave the Rangers their 43f4 a passed ball.
There were two homers in the
hour, 17-inning nightcap victory
top of the second,
over Cleveland in the longest contest. In the
hit the grandDenham
David
season.
this
majors
the
game in
grand
In the first game, the Indians daddy of them all, and
a two-run
bunched all their runs in the slam. Tim Foster had
of the second
fourth inning, two coming on shot in the bottom
for the Pirates.
opener.
the
double.
two-run
Ellis'
its
John
won
By FRANK BROWN .. Angeles 4-2, San Diego
Mark Denham pitched the
Mets 7, Braves 6
Twins 7, Red Sox 5
opener 5-2 from Montreal, then
AP Sports Writer
distance on the mound for the
wild
a
on
start
scored
Felix
to
Milian
doubled
Hisle
New
Larry
needs
and
lost
your
team
the
You know
nightcap 3-1,
Cards and chalked up seven
York trimmed Atlanta 7-6 in 14 pitch by Elias Sosa in the 14th Minnesota's six-run ninth inhelp when ...
strikeouts.
its
Inning, giving New York
ning that beat Boston and cap-It has lost the last eight innings.
For the Cards, Taylor, David
triumph.
ped it with an RBI-single,
Giants 3-4, Pirates 1-2
games and 11 of the last 13.
Ellis
and David Denham had
protested
Hisle's double was
Glenn Adams' ninth-inning
-It has scored three runs in
two hits apiece while Mark
Darrell
Out
Morgan
Manager
Boston
then
. on car
by
game.
guys
home run tied the
five games and the other
added
who was ejected after Denham and Sims each
Johnson,
pinch-hitter Marc Hill slashed a
have tallied 19.
Joe
e.
(AP)
insuranc
CINCINNATI
one.
-It has lost eight more two-run single, giving San Morgan, Cincinnati Reds sec- heatedly contending that the
and
Foster
For
the
Pirates,
games than the next-worst Francisco a sweep of the dou- ond baseman and the team's high drive to left field had been Darwin Bumphis paced the 102101. Mao
at the wall by Bernie
bleheader.
team in the National League.
leading hitter with a '.330 aver- caught
75
Plicos 753-04119
Umpire Jerry Neude- hit attack with a pair of safeties
Speier
Carbo,
last
In the opener, Chris
-It has batted .175 in the
age, may be out of the lineup
apiece. Also hitting safely were
drove in two runs to ruin the tonight when the Reds go after cker disagreed, insisting it
eight contests.
and
glove
Carbo's
off
of
bounced
debut
need
Astros
major league pitching
The Houston
their 17th victory in the last 20
11.1 MN OM VALUABLE COUPON MIN MI 111111p
hit the wall before he grabbed
Pittsburgh's John Candelaria. games against the Phillies.
help.
Reds 2-8, Cubs 1-5
"It seems like every pitcher
He suffered a bruised shoul- it again.
Yanks 4, White Sax 1
Home rums powered both Cin- der Sunday that could sideline
we face comes on like Walter
The Yanks, notching their
belea- cinnati triumphs. Tony Perez him a couple of days, the team
Johnson," observed
eighth straight victory, also got
guered Houston Manager Pre- drove in three runs - two with trainer said.
the benefit of a disputed drive
ston Gomez."I'm going to have a seventh-inning homer - tO
the
in
struck
was
Morgan
lift the Reds in the nightcap back by a pitch during a pick- to left. Elliott Maddox hit the
to make some changes."
Those comments came after after Johnny Bench's 1301 of off play in Cincinnati's double- ball in the third inning. A fan
the Astros had fallen to the St. the season provided the win- header sweep of the Chicago reached down and touched the
ball. But although it was a
Louis Cardinals 5-1 Sunday in a ning edge in the opener.
Cubs. He stole two bases to exground-rule double, Walt WilThe sweep marked Cincin- tend his league lead.
game they couldn't win with 10
liams was allowed to score
nati's fourth consecutive victomen on the field at once.
"It looks like a day-to-day
from first. The urnps ruled that
Of course, the 10th man had ry and its 16th in 19 games.
thing," said Larry Starr, team
since he'd been running on the
PhIllies 4, Dodgers 2
come out of the Astrodome
trainer. "He's hindered when
play, he would have made it
homer
Dave Cash's two-run
stands in an effort to assist his
raising his arm."
home in any case.
heroes. When Ken Reitz hit a in the fifth and run-scoring sacChris Chambliss then made
double down the left-field line rifice fly in the seventh backed
Head Coach
the matter academic by driving
in the third inning, a youngster the six-hit pitching of rightLUBBOCK, Tex. I AP) - in two runs with a ninth-inning
jumped onto the field to help hander Jim lonborg and lifted
Astros left fielder Greg Gross Philadelphia past Pie Dodgers. Gerald Oglesby, assistant track single to cap the triumph over
Lonborg also helped his cause coach at Texas Tech for the the White Sox.
double-team the ball.
Brewers 4, Angels 3
The youth was lectured by a with his first pit - a run-scor- past three years, has been
Darrell Porter drilled a two
security guard, but not ejected. ing single in the fifth - after 27 named head track coach by
scoreless
a
snap
to
single
run
King.
T.
thought
J.
at-bats.
the
Director
Athletic
its
Apparently,
AT
Padres 5-1, Expos 3-7
Oglesby has been serving as tie in the fifth inning, then
that counts.
A twn-run triple'by Put Scam Intettni fitiek CO-Rh since 'pounded a two-i-uri homer that
Elsewhere in the NetiomilChestnut
League, San Francisco swept Ion gave Montre91 its victory March 10. He succeeds Vernon gave the Brewers their winning
ColJim
Coupon Good thruiJune 21
Pittsburgh 3-1 and 4-2, Cincin- after Dave Winfield's two-run Hilliard, who retired after the edge over California.
nati took two from Chicago 2-1 single and Dick Sharon's two- Southwest Conference meet born and Tom Murphy teamed
4
0116
VALUABLE COUPON
AEI=
to six-hit the Angels
and 8-5. Philadelphia beat Los run homer paced the Padrps tn May 24

Cheap Seats

Holtzman Comes_Withitt
Pitch Of Throwing No-Hit Gem
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Oakland's Ken Holtzman was
thinking about a no-hitter. He
almost got one.
Palmer
Baltimore's Jim
wasn't thinking about a no-hitter ... and he almost got one,
too.
For Palmer, the thought of
what might have been didn't
really enter his mind until it
was too late, well after Hal
McRae's fourth-inning single,
Kansas City's lone hit in Sunday's 1-0 loss to the Orioles.
But for Holtzman, the thought
lingered on, as long as the
dream of a no-hitter can go before it becomes a reality.
It lasted 8 2-3 innings. Actually it lasted more than that, until Detroit's Tom Veryzer was
down to his last strike. Then,
bang, it was all over with a
booming double to center field
that caught the wind and sailed
atout a foot beyond-the glove
of lunging Billy North.
So, with the dream of a third
career no-hitter gone, Holtzman
did what any good pitcher
would do. He returned to the
busines of trying to win. And he
did, striking out Ron LeFlore to
end the game, and the A's
trudged off the field with a 4-0
victory over the Tigers.

Red-Hot Cardinals Rip
Ice-Cold Astros 5-1

The sooner
you call,
the sooner
you save
Ronnie Ross
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PHONE THE
FIRE DEPT. AFTER YOU1
GET ro A SAFE PLACE.
DIAL-0" IF YOU DON'T
KNOW THE NUMBER.
N ationiT Fire Prbliktion .A.asiSe rat
The PubliC Service Cbuncil? Inc

WITH THIS COUPON I

I

Astro Car Wash_I
1102

'

envelope to
For your tree Horne Fire Check List. send a Sell-eddressedBoston. MA 07210
PAC Dept National Fire Protection Assn 470 Atlantic Avenue.

A
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Obstruct
4 Foolish act
9 Parent (collog)
12 Mountain on
Crete
13 Ceremonies
14 The self
15 Tiny amount
17 Loom cpera19 Joints
21 Greek letter
22 AlcIORCIU tan.
Indian
24 Plunge
26 Solar disk
29 Consumed
31 Stroke
33 Man s name
34 Roman gods
35 Tattered
cloth
37 Dry as wine
39 Preposition
40 Snake
42 Aeritorm
fluid
44 Puff up
46 Harvest
48 Inlet
50 Simians
51 Cover
53 Flower
55 Climbing
palm
58 Carpenter s
tool
61 Poem
62 Kind of cloth
64 Period of
time
65 Prohibit
66 Look fixedly
67 Transgress

6 Army officer
labbr
7 Man s
nickname
8 River tri
Belgium
9 Consecrate
10 Mature
11 Click beetle
16 Scoff
18 Exclamation
20 Drink slowly
22 Evergreen
tree

23 Litt 25 Dance step
27 Choice part
28 Baseball
teams
30 Scold
32 Golf mound
36 Loog.
slender fish
38 Demand
41 Idle chatter

Answer to Saturday s Puzzle

iiEJiii131012M PWW

MOMA OMPO NAM
WITI OM@ WOOD
ORMM21 MOMA@
WOM2A
2901510g
.
900PA 0511/0 Vs0
Ui
WMMU
0113A MMA WNW
MO 20MA UOUNA
ROMI21 rPOU
MODMO POW 1-41MM
rASi6O ROM 11ir4q
a-40
ui
9 iuui
43 Pose for
portrait
45 Fruit (p1)

47 Vessel

55 Take
eJfllawtulty

56 Girl's name
57 Insect egg

49 Carpenter s 59 Silkworm
too
60 Sunburn
52 Cronies
63 A continent
(co loci)
(abbr
54 Boundary

Authorized Dealer

Stacey Adams Shoes
IF YOU have a sign from
Guy Spann Realty that
has not been picked up,
Please call us. We have so
many listings that we are
running out of signs. 7537724.

CARING IS sharing. We
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.
I'D LIKE to take this opthank
to
portunity
everyone"for the nice gifts
and the many cards I
received during my stay
in the hospltaL
Mrs. Willie. Hopkins

FISH FOR Freezer. 30
pounds or more 90 cents a
pound. Call 436-5675.

If You
-Need Them:
- : 753-1441
753-1621
753-6952
Itencue
Ambulance .... 753-9332

Hospital Emergency...
753-5131

News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Display,
Classified
Classified.
Circulation and the Business
Office
be
may
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917.
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

I'M TWIN& TO EARN SOME
MONEq THIS SUMMER..DO 40)
HAVE AN' 5MAU. CARPENTR,r
..1085 6fOU NEED DONE 7

Kings Den

AD\ Ir.IITLSING
DEADLINES
•All display ads,
elaSuified displays and
:regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
enlist be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS

DOWN
1 Obscure
2 Fuss
3 Trading
center
4 Liberate
5 Lubricated

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

2. Notice

FULL AND part-time
openings as a World Book
representative. Exceptional income opportunity. No sales experience necessary. For
interview
appointment
call 365-3451 between 8:0010:00 mornings or 6:0010:00 evenings. ( L-72)

TALENT WANTED for
weekly talent show at the
Countryside
Outdoor
Theatre. CaTi Harvey
Conaway 753-9807.
-WANTED VOCALISTS,
male and female, for the
Countryside
Outdoor
Theatre. Call Harvey
Conaway, 753-9807.

Comprehensive Care...
.753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

DANCERS:
WANTED
Jitterbug, etc. for the
Outdoor
Countryside
Theatre. 18 or older male
and female. Call Harvey
Conaway 753-9807.

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
Times

EXPERIENCED
MECHANIC with tools.
Murray Muffler and
Automotive center, 7th
and Maple Street.

JACK AND Jill -openings
for children. Infants - 6
years. Drop-in service.
753-9922.

NEED YARD work done.
$2.50 an hour. Call 7531262.
NEEDED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.

(LiJN'( DO -INF HAVE TO
BE StALL JOBS?

10.

Business Opportunity

Light Plastics
Manufacturing

••••

IMM

OH, DEAR-OUR
TV IS OUT OR

111M11111

White-Hall
Plastic &
Supply Co.

I CAN'T ENJOY MY LUNCH
UNLESS I'M WATCHING TV

4..

AA

ORDER

Tv
SALE
s:\

a

i
satia

Aftigt.
stAbil

c
77

alohnilloi

Imitimagi

.4014-9
•e,le.b.

DID YOLJ EVER ts107cE THAT
WAEN YOU'RE EATING 50METkNIE
XEAI-1-Y GOOD "OUR E•yE5
C1.05E A LITTLE?

NOW,wi-tAT
PIP "10LJ A`r;
SEETLE 7

I'VE TOLD YOU
I CAN'T i4EAR
WHEN TE
OAL.IVA'5
RUNNIN6

Has a pad or full
time business for
either man or
woman.
Company Offers:
-Exclusive
Territories
-Contracted Accounts
-Immediate Income
Can be operated full
or part time from approximately
300
square feet
-No Previous Ex-

perience Necessary
-No Selling on
your part required
-Income potential
from $400 to $1500
per month
-$4995 to $6295
cash required for
inventory.

THE PHANTOM

BEETLE BAILEY

WANTED: ELECTRIC
piano
player.
Also
vocalists-orefer female.
436-2569 or 935-2266 after 5
p.m.

Machinery and Complete
Training Program

For Full Information
Write Today
Giving Full Name,
and
Address
Telephone Number

DID YOu ASK
tAR DITHERS
coP Ts-IAT
RA E TODAY,
MAR'
,

White-Hall Plastics
3300 N. W.38th St.
Oklahoma
City.
Oklahoma
73112 - 405-947-6815

CIVIL
ENGINEER

AH LOVES
.--( ROCK M005IC, f3UT"
-THASS LY\ISEARABLE

Olt,.;

e
l
d

a--

A*/
.ao

r4

ALL TRY NOTHER
STATION-

VEJ WoRcu

AN'_22.-TV5 NC)BETTER!!
WHO IS THAT FAT Llt
SLUG MAKIN' THAT
HIDEOUS RA KET 22

eiloro

Excellent opportunity for
civil engineer graduate
with 8 S degree for design
of concrete and steel strur
tures
RegistPation and ex
pertence preferred
not
required
Salary
open
Send
rr.sumeto.

T.F. Billington
Consulting Engineers

I

ft:4A 311)
r74

a

So. 477
Murray, Sy 47071

10. Business Opportunity

Opportunity
Knocks!

15. Articles For Sale

27. Mobile Home Sales

CUSTOM-BUILT 1974 SCHULTZ,3 bedroom,
SEE
all electric, Carpet down
Portable Buildings for all
over
payment take
needs.
storage
your
753-9717.
payments.
Call
Prices start at $368.00.
Sizes from 8 x 8 thru 20 x
MODEL 24 x 60.
24. Also Lake Cottages, 1974
Beautiful new doubleBoat Docks, Patios, and
wide trailer. Never lived
Greenhouses. Located on
in. Unfurnished. Need
Hicks Cemetery Road.
$9000 equity. Take over
One mile South of Cherry
payments of $124 monCorners off Highway 121
thly. Can be seen anytime
South.
on Rt. 6,, Pottertown
Road, or call 753-4174.

I will start you with a
guaranteed income - up
to $1,000 the very first
month, send you to
school for three weeks expenses paid, train you
in the field selling and
servicing
established
accounts. No travel,
must be over 21 years of
MEDITERRANEAN
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
age, car, sports minded
DINETTE set. Table and
electric, central airand able to establish
6 chairs. Like new, $60.00
conditioning and heating.
thorough investivatiX.
753-5898 after 6 p.m.
$3000 or best offer. See at
Outstanding
ma' r
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
medical, hospita1izatio4
( highway 94).
Homes
16.
Home
Furnishings
and pension plan. Equal.-opportunity company.
VELVET GREEN Couch. 28. Heating & Cooling
For interview. call LES
Chair, Kirby vacuum,
MORRIS,
Monday,
frostless freezer, green AIR'CONDMONER Sale.
Tuesday, Wednesday 9
oat dishes, walnut. bed. .
a.m. to 5 p.ty.'502 442All _trupdels have ad489-2181.
justable thermostats and
7341.
variable speed fans.
GOOD LARGE 2-door 10,000 BT1.J...$193.88
frostless refrigerator. $50. 14,000 BTU...$225.88
DEALER WANTED to sell
Call 436-2263.
17,000 BTU..$242.88
and promote fire and
20,000 BTU...$268.88
smoke alarms. Exclusive CHIFFOROBE, FIVE 23,000 BTU...$292.88
local territory available.
drawers. Call 753-3378.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
High income possibilities.
Contact Robert Meadows, FORMICA
TOP table and
29. Mobile Home Rentals
Box 165, Cadiz, Ky.
six chairs. Color-tan. 492Telephone 522-8406 for
8432.
TWO BEDROOM, all
appointment.
electric mobile home.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
Water, lawn mowed and
garbage pick-up furATTENTION TEACHERS ELECTROLUX
sales and
nished. $50 deposit and
- Substitute, Retired,
service.
Call
Tony
$125 per month. Call 753Graduating: As a partMontgomery,
753-6760,
2377.
time representative for
day or night.
Field
Enterprises
HOME
Educational Corporation,
on
MOBILE
waterfront lot. 12 x 60. Air
you can earn your own set THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
conditioned. Call 436-2427.
of World Book and
have your old Kirby
still
Childcraft plus generous
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
commissions in your
FOX MEADOWS and
on new Kirbys are worth
spare time, evenings and
Coach Estates mobile
up to $80. Come in and see
weekends.
No
inhome parks, exclusive
soon.
us
Kirby Sales &
vestment. Limited
residential area, swimServices, 500 Maple
number of openings
- ming pool Families only.
753-0359.
Street,
available in all counties.
753-3855.
No previous sales ex- 18. Sewing
Machines
32 Apartments For Rent
perience necessary. Write
to Barbara Van Hooser, SINGER TOUCH and Sew
in like new condition. MURRAY MANOR - All
Route 3, Princeton, Ky.
new, all electric, one and
Push button bobbin and so
42445 or phone 365-3451
two bedroom apartments.
forth. Sold new over $250.
between 8:00-10:00 a. m.
Stove, refrigerator, and
Pay balance of 94.60 or
T-59!
water furnished. On
fully
easy
terms
12. Insurance
Duiguid Road, just off 641
guaranteed. For free
North. 753-8668.
home demonstration, call
753-3316 anytime.
The sooner you call, 19. Farm Equipment
unTHREE
ROOM
furnished apartment.
the sooner
entrance
Private
GOOD USED tillers. See at
you save
Utilities, phone and
Murray Supply.
refrigerator
furnished.
Phone 753-0489
Retired couple preferred.
AMERICAN
MADE
$30 per month. 202
barbed wire. 929.50 per
HEALTH,life, burial, up to
Poplar Call 753-6173 or
roll. Murray, Supply Co.
$2000.00. Health
no
753-4522.
. problem. Call 753-1976.
FOR SALE 1020 John
EFDeere
tractor
and FURNISHED
14. Want To Buy
FICIENCY
apartment,
equipment. Call 753-0371
utilities
paid, near
WOULD LIKE to buy after 5 p. m.
university. Call 753-3106.
around 1 to 2 acres of land
in Calloway or the NEW AND used John CLEAN ONE
bedroom,
Deere planters, AllisSouthern part of Marshall
furnished apartment. Air
Chalmers hard land
County. Phone 437-4291.
conditioned. Adjacent to
planter. Vinson Tractor
University
campus.
Company, 753-4892.
ONE SET OF concrete
Couples only. Call 753steps for a mobile home.
3805.
Phone 437-4291 or 437-4411. 10 HORSE power Case
garden tractor, hydrolic
drive, 38" cut, excellent NICE FURNISHED and
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
unfurnished apartments.
condition. See at McKeel
silver, or copper. Buy or
Inquire
at 1414 Vine.
Equipment
Co.
sell. Estate appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.

12 HORSE power Case
garden tractor, hydralic
drive 44" cut, excellent
FOR SALE 6' picnic table, condition. See at McKeel
Equipment Co.
painted. $30. Call 753-6123.
15. Articles For Sale

TOMATO STAKES,54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.

12 HORSE power Cub
Cadet garden tractor,
gear drive. See at McKeel
Equipment Co.

TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each, Bean poles, 25
cents each. Firewood, $10
a rick. Call 753-9618.

JOHN DEERE hay conditioner. 10 bushels of No.
425 SRE soybean seed
Call 436-2149.

USED 100 Amp. electric
service pole with new
breaker. Call 753-3143.

22. Musical

WASHER-KENMORE 8cycle and matching
dryer. Both excellent
condition. Admiral
refrigerator. 15 cu ft.
with separate 150 lb.
freezer compartment. All
frostless. Excellent
condition. Wizard range,
4-burner with oven. Call
753-9781.
AIR CONDITIONER-8500
BTU, high efficiency,
portable window unit.
Used Sept. only. Stereo.
AM-FM, radio console
Olympia.
Excelleht
condition. Call 753-9781.
TWO BASS scats;
old. Like new. Pepsi drink
box. C & P Body Shop,
Hwy. 121. Call 753-8153.
A

NIC1
apai

AIR
anal
One
Apa
Nor)
m.

FUR)
ME?
livir
corn
8175

FUR?
ME?
bedr
Apai

SLEE1
on pd
entra
Zimn
&nal

34 H

FIVE
rent.
for s
753-6!

FURN
cotta
rent.
week

Nice
men'
sum
sem
ficie
Phor
753-5
•gr

Nom
oaf

10(

FURNISHED
ONE
bedroom
apartment.
Couples Only. Call 7536524.

Retired Couples
Where one 1662 or over. If your
net worth is leis than $5.000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the government will pa
a large portion of your monthly
rental. New 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments in Murray. Manor.
Central air conditioning and
heat, stove. refrigerator and
in der furni,hed

Murray Manor Apts.
Diuguid Drive
753-8668

USED
Alto
GOOD
Saxaphone. Call 435-4125.

ONE BEDROOM furnished, all electric heat
and air conditioned, very
OVATION GUITAR, four . nice, and close to MSU.
months old, Excellent
Call 753-4478.
condition Call 753-9398.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT, Air conditioned,
PIANO TUNING, repair
one bedroom, $75.00 per
and rebuilding, prompt
month and unities. No
service. Rebuilt pianos
pets, 6413 Vine Street. Call
for sale. Ben Dyer 753753-9537.
8911.

Le'
KEEP CARPET cleaning
problems small with
steam cleaners and
shampooers for rent at
Marimik
Industrial
Supply, 753-7753.

27 Mobile Home Sales
NEW 1974, 3-bedroom 60 X
12' Atlantic. $4,495. Call
753-1717, ask for Mr.
Randall Waller.

FURNISHED
EFFICIENCY
Apartment
suitable for boys at 1603
College Farm Road. Call
492-8225.

“F
pc
ad

LARGE FURNISHED two
bedroom
apartment,
Utilities paid. Plenty o(,
parking. Call 753-5949.

nvn

BEDROOM apartment, furnished or unfurnished. Call 753-4331.

Tc
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32. Apartments For Rent

34. Houses For Rent

NICE
FURNISHED
apartment. Call 753-6044. HOUSE FOR Rent. Three
bedrooms, two baths, den,
AIR
CONDITIONED living room, large kitapartment for summer. chen, carport, spacious
One
bedroom. Ray yard, convenient shopApartments, Hwy. 121 ping center within 2
North, 753-3139 after 7 p. blocks. Call 762-4288 days
or 753-2214 after 5 p.m.
m.

e_0.

APARTFURNISHED
MENT. Large kitchen,
room-bedroom
living
combination. Call 7538175.
APARTFURNISHED
MENTS. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments South 16th
StrAiMt.-..753-6600.

33. Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOMS, airconditioned, private
entrance, refrigerator.
Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th St. 753-6609.

34. Houses For Rent

41. Public Sales

FIVE ROOM house for
rent. Also 25" color TV
for sale. Call 753-3864 or
753-6944.

als
all
ie.
nd

GARAGE SALE: Monday
thru Friday, 8 a. vn.-8 p.
m. Otto Chester, '2 mile
west of Lynn Grove on
Highway 94. Glass, china,
antiques of all kinds,
furniture and appliances.

FURNISHED LAKE front
cottage on Ky. Lake for
rent. Rent by day or
week. Call 753-7573.

rid
53-

...I

On
on

Jr

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for boys or girls,
fall
and
summer
semesters. Also efficiency apts. for girls
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.

nd
ile
ye
II,

I

it

CARPORT SALE, Monday,
June 9 and Tuesday, June
10. Rugs, furniture, small
dishes,
appliances,
clothing, camping
pictures,
equipment,
lamps, toys, drapes, and
Many
bedspread.
miscellaneous items. 9 a.
m.-6 p. m., 1707 Miller.

FREE
Termite
lnspedion

All
$s.
On

Avoid Costly Home Repairs

nnt
e.
nd

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Mow owned and operated over 20 years. Do not sign orty contract
ontil hsb is finished

••

02
or

Phone 753-3914
100 South 13th St.
Flies, Pooches, Silver Fish and Shrubs

1,11/TION AS

PEST/ CONTROL
kk

to

WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.

FOR SALE four Jersey THE QUALIFIED perHeifers and one Angus sonnel at Guy Spann
male. Call 753-3276.
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
36. For Rent Or Lease
your time. Give us a call
FOR RENT - Private lot or drop by the office at 901
on Roberts Estate, 100 x Sycamore Street, 753200 ft. $30 per month. 7724.
Hook-up for trailer. Call
4.1.e.r _2
753-4655.
BY OWNER. 40 acres, 16
lb.
_acres tillable, with
38. Pets Supplies
Burley base, 700' gravel
road frontage suitable for
PARADISE KENNELS
house or trailer lot. Would
Boarding and grooming, Make good cattle farm. 14
Pick up and delivery
miles from Murray, just
service now available.
off Ledbetter Church
Call 7534106.
Road. Call David King,
753-8355 or 753-8356.

ASSOCIATION

I

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
five
has
Sycamore
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
SUGAR CREEK Subdivision. We have lots on
or near the water that will
fill your Lake Property
needs from $3,500 Buy
that lake lot now. Good
lake property increases in
value every year. Call
Guy Spann Realty, 7537724.
BY BUILDER, small 3
bedroom house, central
air and heat. All built-ins.
Mid 20's and eligible for
tax rebate. Nice water'front cottage and 2 new
larger homes. Call 7533672.
FOR SALE: at Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, brick
veneer. Large lot. Approx. 2500 sq. ft. Reduced
to $32,000. Contact Boyd
Majors Real Estate, 105
N. 12th or call 753-8080.

•

No Job Too Large or Too Small
Free Estimates
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287

t.

Contractor
Carlos Black Jr. Painting
-Murray
406 Sunbury Circle

WILL CLEAN houses 6
days a week from 7 a.m.-7
p.m. Have own transportation. Call me
between 3 and 7 p.m. at
753-4741.
,
•AN.

cA - 'yr.,.••••,...4
'N..

6 9 tt/9

GET ONE THING STRAIGHT WHEN 'NE
.......
NEWSPAPER COMES I GET -THE HELPSECTION FIRST "
WANTED
_ _

44. Lots For Sale
20 BEAUTIFUL lake lots.
Small down payment,
small monthly payment.
All lots within 300-1200
feet of waters edge. All on
telephone cable and
power line cable. School
bus and mail route.
Variety of fine trees.
Dimensions 100' X 150',
and 4000 miles deep. Call
436-2427.

at

JUNE 15th

thaspotlights
on Dad!

a
Let Dad know just how much you love him, by placing
the
"FATHER'S DAY GREETING" in the classified section, under
personal classification. Ads will be run Saturday, June 14. All
ads must be in before 12:00 noon Friday, June 13.

nt
11

Call 753-1916
To Place Your Father's Day Greeting

4

EXAMPLE
To the greatest dad in all the
world. We love you Dad.
Susie and Tom

ROBERTS REALTY PRFsXNTS: DREAM
HOMES

with the4:000:;0

ROUND ONE

WINDOWS WASHED. I
. have my own transportation and equip-mom, Call 7534320:

19'73 FORD F-350, factory
wrecker with 5 ton winch
and dollies, 17,000 actual
miles.. Like new. Call
before 5 p. m. 442-5821.

from

CLIMATE CONTROL
Quality Service Co.

Where the trade-winds blow is the house at 1716
Holiday Drive. Owner would sell; consider private
financing; or trade. New home withthree
-bedrooms; two baths,-folitiiI dining room; living
'room and extra large family room. Utility room and
double car, finished.garage make this house complete f6r only $38,750.00.

753 9290

Slightly suburban but in close enough to be convenient to all the necessaries is the four bedroom
house on Ford Road. Cathedral ceiling in living
room with exceptionally nice fireplace. Three car
garage with full bath and over an acre of land for
only $55,000.00.

CONTACT - SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354ROY HARMON'S Car8161 after 7 p, m.
penter Shop ( old ice
Complete MODERN DRAIN clean,
plant).
remodeling and repairs,
service-clogged up sinks,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
formica work, finish
Electric sewer machines.
carpentry, contracting.
Repairing of water lines
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
and faucets. Call 436-2490.
nights.

KENIANA SHORES, large
ELECTRA with air
wooded lots, restricted 1967
power. $150. May be
and
mobile
separate
,
sections
at 7th and Maple GUTTERING BY Sears,
seen
home sections, central
Sears seamless gutters
water, all weather streets Street.
your
per
installed
lot
and lake access. Any
Larry
Call
ations.
specific
may be purchased for $10 1970 MONTE CARLO,
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
down and small monthly
power and Air, Call 753estimate.
payment. Phone 436-5320 2162 or 753-6347.
or 436-2473.
WILL DO bush hogging,
1972 CAPRI. 37,000 miles.
vacant lots clipped. Call
45. Farms For Sale
FM stereo and tape.
753-5737 or 753-5576.
Radial tires. Excellent
THREE ACRES land, six
901condition $1600. Call
ELECTROLUX VACUUM
room house, double
232-8214.
753,
cleaners and carpet
753-9378
Call
carport.
shampooers and shag
7494 or 753-7263.
PICK-UP 1967 Chevrolet
attachments, bags. Call
46. Homes For Sale
straight shift. Small V-8
Tony Montgomery, 753engine, good condition.
6760.
22 ACRES AND home for
Call 753-5201 or 753-2493.
sale. 5 room house, living
and dining room, two
1973 MG convertible. Call
bedrooms, kitchen, bath
753-4707
and utility rooms. Fully
2
/
carpeted-central heat-1
basement garage-tobacco JEEP CJ.-3A, new paint,
good mechanically, good
barn and tobacco base.
tires, Call 753-5532.
Call 658-3282.

Unique but liveable is the "A" frame in Sherwood
Forrest. Two full baths, central heat and air, complete built-in kitchen and full basement. Large
wooded lot. $35,000.00.
A well-established neighborhood is the location for
Forthis new, four bedroom home in Canterbury.
room
family
plus
room
living
and
room
mal dining
y to
and kitchen. Entrance foyer with open stairwa
0.
second floor. A real dream home for only $47,500.0

We Repair
All Brands of
Radios, TVs
&CBs

Quality has been the first consideration in the
building of this spacious three bedroom, two bath
house. Central electric heat and air; built in kitchen; 156' x 520'lot. House has stairway to large unfinished room on second floor. A real value at
$45,000.00. Approximately three miles from city
limits.

Murray Home

The grass is greener on your side of the fence when
you move into the seven room house located at 812
Bagwell Blvd. Central heat and air; built-in kitchen; carpet throughout. Two full baths and two car
garage. $41,000.00,

& Auto
Chestnut St.

753-2571

GARDEN BREAKING,
diseing and bushogging.
Call 753-4838.

Dial-A-Service

BY OWNER, lakefront
home, phone 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. 753-9868 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. 753-6145.
BEDROOM,
THREE
central heat and air.
Carpeted through out,
apdrapes, built-in
Immediate
pliances.
possession, good location.
Mid twenties. Call 7535838.

7. Motorcycles

Oift b
III giIv

TAKE OVER payments on
175 Kawaski Trail bike.
Reason for selling•
moving. Call 435-4165

JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric
Repair Service. No jobs
436-5642
too
small.
anytime during day.

HINMAN'S RENTALS:
9. Used Cars & Trucks
Roto tillers, hedge shears,
carpet and tile tools, wet
LOCAL 1973 Vega GT,
and dry vac, scrubbing
Power, like new. 1850.00,
apd polisher, chain, jig,
1966 Dodge $350.00. Good
1370 Ford Maverick, sawzall: and cutoff saws.
Furniture dollies, jacks,
$850 00. 8' x 42' mobile
auto, sewer tools, and etc.
home $800.00 or will trade
Phone 753-5703, 802 North
for car or truck. Call 48918th Street
2595.

753-0359

•

Police
753-1621

Shag Specialists & Commercial Grade Home or Business
Kirby Carpet
500 Maple Street
_

-

New St Used Tractor Tires
Repaired
Fluid Service

Murray

()wars

A L R Home
Improvement

502-492-8837

Remodeling,
Room Additions
Cabinet Work
.

Highest Prices Paid

Speedy Service

Vinson Tractor Co.

Iron, aluminum, copper,
batteries, and
cast,
radiators

Paper
Hanging
Painting

Spray Painting

382-2299
753-7915

Jerry McCoy,Owner
&Operator

Free Estimates
...-

D.C.
Roofing
New Roofs
Reroofing
Repairs

If it has an engine we
specialize in its repair
753-9437.

753-0961

East Side Small
Engine

Residences, commercial. Canvasing, Bill
Houghton, Rte.6, Box 68

Tremon Farris
Farmington, Rte. 1

437-44961

Free Estima es
Murray Hwy.
Dexter, Ky.

Hwy 34 East

.

T.V. Sales
and Service

New or Old
Remodel or Repair
Block, Tile and
Pea Gravel
Sidewalks

y
753-3037.
Dunn Furniture
TV. 8.

753-8500

Appliance

Free Estimates

Quasar

James Hamilton

So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky.

Route 6, Box 7, Murray

Free
Termite Inspection

Carpet
Master

Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

Commercial &
Residentil

Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control

Free Estimate

489-2127 or •
489-2450

100S. lIttiSt
Murray, Ky.

1753-3914 1

753-7414
436-5840

Hwy.641
6 Miles South

121 S.(Clarks River Bridge)
Murray,Ky.

Cadiz Road
Murray, Ky

Commercial, fiesuiential
Farm Building, rusty
roofs,
References-Free Estimate

,

-

Metal"

I 753-4892 1

WORK.
CARPENTRY
Remodeling, room additions, any type of hdme
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.

PAINEXPERIENCED
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.

0
IIP
•
•
•

Carpets Cleaned

Fire
753-1441

ELECLICENSED
TRICIAN - Prompt,
efficient service. No job '
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-061'5.

D.C.'S ROOFING-new
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
work guaranteed. 4374155.

46
Aii
.

i This alphabetized page so ill run weekly -clip it from
the paper and saNe for handy reference)

011

GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, rototillers, and small engines.
436-5525.

ONE
WINDJAMMER
Faring. $150 with 450 and
repaired.
750 bracket. Call 435-4592.'''LAWN MOWERS
Fix mowers, roto-tillers,
1972 YAMAHA Endro. and small engines, 4365525.
Built for trail with all
extras. Call 435-4492.

11

RE NOT
'
HOT YOU

NUM SERVICE
49. Used Cars & Trucks ALUMI
COMPANY. Siding,
awnings, aluminum trim,
FOR SALE 1965 Ford pick- storm windows and doors,
up. Call 753-3926.
gutters. Will Ed Bailey,
Bobby
or
492-8897
1974 COUGAR XR-7. 13,000 Lawrence, 492-8879.
miles. Call 753-8066.

NEW HOME for sale in
Gatesborough, 1'2 story,
contemporary styled.
Four bedrooms, three
baths. Many extras in
house including cathedral
ceiling, balcony, central
vacuum and intercom.
Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9208.
ry

CLAYTON AND JARVIS
Painting Companyinterior and exterior
and
Commercial
residential. Quality work,
reasonably priced. For
free estimate, call 4374790 or 437-4712.

WELDING.
MOODY'S
Ornamental iron, general
repair, field service.
Phone 753-5668, Murray.

PAINTING

7 Experienced Painters at your Service

WILL DO ironing in my
home. Call 753.8730.

PASCHALL PLUMBING &
.ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 7535674.

BEDROOM, 1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
THREE
central heat and air.
power steering, brakes
Carpeted through out, and air conditioning,
ap39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
drapes, built-in
Immediate
pliances.
436-2584
possession, good location.
SPECIALSSPRING
Mid twenties. Call 753- 50. Campers
One-third to 17 acres.
5838.
Neubauer,
C.
John
Sales,
CAMP-A-RAMA
Realtor. Bob Rodgers,
OWNER - Three Coachman, Trail Star,
BY
Associate. Office 753-0101,
bedroom brick-one year Fold down, unique, Good
home 753-7116.
old. Living room, kitchen- used trailers, 1,2 mile east
2 baths, fully of 68 and 641 intersection.
/
den, 11
carpeted, central heat Draffinville, Ky. Phone
and air, double car 527-7807
garage. One block from
Murray High School. 753- 51. Services Offered
2659 or 753-8012.

Residential-Commercial-Interior-Exterior

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

43 Real Estate

_

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

s Body 1
'
Tuber
Shop
14 Hour Wrecker Service

Whale You Wait
duplicating

753-3134
753-3303

1

753-5397
102S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

753-6177 1
1301 Chestnut Murray. K‘

Murray
ledger 8. Times

6

If you do not receive
your paper please Sal]

1 7531916j
Between 5:30& 6:00

753-6333

(
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Held For
Jeff D. Shroat

Willie Falwell's
Rites Held Here

The funeral services for Jeff
Services for Willie Falwell,
D. Shroat of 401 South Sixth
Street were held Saturday at former resident e, of Murray,
2:30 p. m. at the chapel of the J. were held Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
H. Churchill Funeral Home with at the chapel of the Max
Bro. G. T. Moody officiating. Churchill Funeral Home with
Serving as pallbearers were Rev. Otis Jones officiating and
L. D. Miller, Jr., Joe Dick, C. D. the Sugar Creek Quartet
Vinson, Jr., Ralph McCuiston, providing the music.
Pallbearers were Otis, John,
Prentice Lassiter, and Tommy
Rushing. Burial was in the L. B., Grundy, and Jerry
Falwell, and Danny Pittman,
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Shroat, age 85, died all nephews. Burial was in the
Friday at 1:45 p. m. at the Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Falwell, age 93, died
Murray-Calloway County
Thursday at Bentonville, Ark.,
Hospital.
Survivors are one daughter, where he was residing with his
Mrs. Felix Dunn, Murray; three daughter, Mrs. M. L. Dean. He
sons, Dr. Carl E. Shroat, Frank- is also survived by one son, Rex
fort, Edward Mason and Falwell, St. Louis, Mo., one
Franklin E. Shroat, Murray; brother, Pat Falwell, Murray
three sisters, Mrs. Otley Route Six, three grandchildren
Farley, Mrs. Zola Mitchell, and -Gary and Paula- Falwell, and,
-Mrs:—Mttnefe- --ffeirrtni -thite=Harrr-R1tchfC- Jf:[ii1ld Ih-Fee
brothers, Charlie, Lonnie, and great grandchildren, Elizabeth,
Gilbert Shroat; five - grand- Danny, and Pat Ritchie.
children.

Robert F. James'
Rites Held Sunday
At Miller Chapel

Processing Program For Refugees
Called 'Shambles' By Senate Report
The report said as of the first
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
significant number of Indochina week of June, 102,314 of the
refugees probably will remain 131,000 refugees under Amen in resettlement camps for more can control remained in camps
than six months and perhaps a to be processed and resettled.
The pace of resettlement imyear, says a Senate report that
calls the processing program a proved slightly that week and
refugees began moving out of
"shambles."
In a sharp criticism of the, the camps at the rate of 600 to
administration's efforts to re- 650 a day. However, it still
settle 131,000 refugees, the re- would take a minimum of six
months to clear the camps if
port said:
"What should have been an the processing continued at that
orderly, expeditious and rela- rate, the report said.
"More likely, significant
tively straightforward procedure for processing Indochina numbers of refugees will be rerefugees has turned into a maining in camps for a longer
nightmare for officials and ref- period of time — in fact some
officials estimate that the time
ugees alike."
The report was issued Sunday frame may be up to a year or
by the Senate subcommittee on more," the report said.
The backlog of refugees waitrefugees. Chairman Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., said that ing on Guam for transportation
"drift and confusion mark the to the United States is posing
President's program and the serious concern about potential
itetitzlties- of the—tateragencr-- -heakh-problems and fears that
Task Force and because of this, the refugees will be vulnerable
the resettlement program is in the approaching typhoon season, the report said.
scarcely off the ground."

Strip Mining Operations Spreading
Outside Traditional State Regions

"I could give you a long list
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — the new operators are highway
of companies we've had probof strip- construction companies.
numbers
Increasing
The funeral for Robert Frank
operators are obtaining
Ken Ratliff, assistant director lems with in the last few
James, age 91, was held Sunday mine
mining out- of the Reclamation Division, months," Ratliff said, "and evsurface
for
permits
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
Kentucky's traditional said the highway companies' ery one of them is a construcMiller Funeral Home, Hazel, side
according to the experience is suitable for grad- tion company.coalfields,
with Rev. Roy D. Williams
Vaughn added that silt dams
Division of Reclamation.
ing and revegetation required
state
officiating.
officials say the in- under state law, but often falls built by such companies
State
James
Pallbearers were
is partly because leases short when it comes to water frequently have failed to hold
Lampkins, Jr., J. J. Roach, J. crease
easier to obtain in new ter- pollution and runoff problems. up.
are
D.
C.
Newport,
H.
J.
Taylor,
R.
and partly because highProvine, and Morris Lamb. ritory
prices make it worthBurial was in the Hazel er coal
to mine smaller seams of
while
Cemetery.
Mr. James died Friday at coal.
"It's possible to go into these
eleven p.m. at the Mayfield
counties and get
marginal
Community Hospital. His wife,
from the surface owners
Mildred, died about 25 years leases
a pretty reasonable price,"
ago. Born December 25, 1883, at
Vaughn, Western
NEW ORLEANS, La.(AP) — possibility for the nomination of
near Stella in Calloway County, said Mike
the
for
supervisor
The chairman of the nation's the Democratic party ...," Edhe was the son of the late Sonny Kentucky
Reclamation. governors wants to see • all wards said.
of
Division
state
James and Ida Sanders James.
But Wallace, who arrived at
"These are the only places property taxes abolished and
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
are still replaced with something more the conference later, scoffed at
leases
coal
the
where
L. L. Lampkins, and a niece,
compatible with today's in- that.
Vaughn said.
Mrs. Jack Nell ) Roach of loose,"
"I never had anybody with
counties border- flation economy.
in
coal
Most
Hazel, and several other nieces
Democratic Gov. Calvin L. me in the campaign but the
eastern and western
the
ing
and nephews.
coalfields lies in thin seams Rampton of Utah says he hopes people anyway."
Rampton conceded that the
that were considered too ex- to see the time when the property tax would be phased out kind of tax restructuring
pensive to mine in the past.
With higher prices, large, es- entirely for all forms of govern- needed would be difficult and
tablished concerns have obtain- ment, and I mean entirely, take some time.
"I would not expect to see
ed permission to surface mine gone."
Funeral services for Perry
prepared text of to- the whole thing I have in mind
in boundary counthe
areas
In
many
Pace Elkins are being held
ties this year, especially in day's keynote speech at the accomplished in less than two
today at two.p.m. at the chapel
.67th National Governor's Con- decades," he said. "But I
Eastern Kentucky.
of the Collier Funeral Home,
would like to see the time come
companies are ference, Rampton called for
smaller
And
Benton. Burial will be in the
when the property tax
...
sources
surface
tax
our
for
"restructuring
permits
acquiring
Benton Cemetery'.
counties where the at all levels of government so would be phased out entirely
in
mining
Mr. Elkins, age 71, of 2003 practice has been rare in the that each level on its own will
Park Avenue, Benton, died
have adequate sources of revepast.
Saturday at 5:55 p.m. at the
Kentucky, the nue."
Western
In
Benton Hospital. He was a
At a news conference Sunday,
first two permits on record
member of the Benton Church
issued for strip min- Rampton said the federal govbeen
have
of Christ and was a retired
ing in Warren County, known ernment has virtually preempgrocery operator.
primarily for its farmland. And ted the only viable alternative,.
Survivors include his wife,
permits have been issued in the income tax, while local govMrs. Kathryn Elkins; one
County for the first ernment is locked into a rigid
Grayson
daughter, Mrs. Donald Draffeti,
BLOOMINGTON, I. ( AP)
property tax structure or handsince 1964.
time
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Ruby
In Eastern Kentucky, a strip- outs from the state and federal —Two Indiana University geolgrandEdwards, Hardin; two
ogists are trying to find out
mining permit has been issued levels.
children.
Rampton said state legisla- what life was like in Indiana
in Menifee County for the first
time ever, and surface-mining tures should relax restrictions some 400 million years ago,
permits have been issued for on local income and sales taxes when the region was covered
662 acres in Jackson County, and predicted taxpayers would by salt seas.
Their findings may influence
more than ever before in the support the change if they
could get a tradeoff with the the development of a proposed
county's history.
$31 million reservoir near CoMany of the smaller com- property tax."
Most of the other action Sun- lumbus.
panies, some from outside KenProf. Gary Lane, a paleontonew to coal mining, day dealt with politics.
Mrs. Albert Wesley ( Ruby tucky, are
EdD.
say
logist,
and graduate student
Edwin
officials
Gov.
reclamation
Louisiana
and
Nell) Brown of Almo Route One
are often mixed when it wards, the conference host, Gary Ausich of Galva, ill., are
results
the
at
a.m,
ten
at
Saturday
died
to reclamation. Many of conceded that Alabama Gov. scraping and chipping away at
Benton Municipal Hospital. She comes
George C. Wallace would carry rocks at the site of the prowas 71 years of age.
The three longest suspension 60 per cent of Louisiana's vote posed Clifty Creek Reservoir,
member
a
was
The deceased
bridges in the world are the
The U.S. Army Corps of Enwould not get the nationof the Dexter Church of Christ. Humber, 4,626 feet, Hull, Eng- but
wide support to win the Demo- gineers is paying for the study
was
she
1904,
30,
January
Born
land; Verrazano Narrows, 4,260
nomination for president under a one-year-old federal
the daughter of the late William feet, lower New York Bay, and cratic
law that says the government
president.
vice
or
Pritchett and Alice Jones the Golden Gate Bridge, 4,200
view him at all as a must pay for salvage and redon't
"I
Bay.
Francisco
San
feet,
Pritchett.
Mrs. Brown is survived by her
husband, Albert Wesley (Wes)
Brown, and one daughter, Mrs.
Joe Nelson, Alrno Route One;
one brother, Lloyd Pritchett,
Dexter; two grandchildren;
three great grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro. John
Hicks officiating.
Willis Smith, Marvin McDaniel, Jackie Thorn, Olvie
Mathis, Sandy Harmon, and
Robert Henderson are serving
as pallbearers and burial will be
in the Stewart Cemetery.

A spokesman for the task
force coordinating refugee programs said Sunday 29,000 have
left the camps, 54,000 remain in
four camps in this country and
45,000 are in staging areas of
the western Pacific. Another 2,000 to 4,000 have gone to other
countries, although there is no
accurate count of these refugees, a spokesman said.
THE REPORT SAID President Ford's plan to evacuate an
unspecified number of refugees
-seems to have been less of a
plan than it was a vague intention, barely stated."
It said events have shown
that whatever plan existed was
badly implemented, plagued
with disorganization and under- COL Bill Boley, magician, entertains youngsters from the Middle Tennessee Muscular
taken with little command con- Dystrophy Association during their recent stay at Brandon Spring Group Camp in TVA's Land
trol in the field.
Between The Lakes. More than 25 youngsters and their counselors attended the WLAC-5 sponsored week.
(TVA Pfioto)

Shipley ThjéffW
Tractor Accident
Dan Shipley of Murray Route
Five was injured Saturday
afternoon on a farm near
Sedalia when the tractor he was
driving overturned on him.
Shipley is now a patient in the
intensive care unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where he is listed in
satisfactory condition this
morning by hospital offcials.
His injuries included seven
broken ribs, a punctured lung,
and a shoulder injury, according to a member of the
family.

36 Dead In Head-On Collision
Of Passenger Trains In Germany

MUNICH, West Germany
(AP) — A police spokesman today reported 36 persons killed
and 86 injured in the head-on
collision of two passenger
trains in the Alpine foothills
south of Munich.
It was West Germany's worst
train wreck in four years.
Earlier today the police said
the toll had risen to 42 dead.
But later a spokesman said this
incorrect report was due to
confusion over the number of
persons who had died in hospita
So far, no Americans were
among the identified victims.
"The cars piled up on each
other, and the locomotives were
telescoped," a police spokesfor all forms of government, man said. "It's a terrible scene
and I mean entirely, gone."
that recalls the wreckage after
In his speech he said: "The World War II bombings."
problems of revising our tax
The two commuter trains
structure, difficult as they may were filled with passengers rebe, are not nearly as great as turning from weekend outings.
the problems which are going They slammed into each other
to continue to face all units of
about 6:45 p.m. Sunday on a
local government in attempting single-track stretch of the Munto supply services in an in- ich-Bad Toelz line 30 miles
flationary period from their from Munich between the vilpresent tax sources."
lages of Warngau and Schaftlach.
A detachment of U.S. Army
NAACP MEET
Special Forces troops, the
The local chapter of the Green Berets, is stationed at
NAACP will have a call meeting Bad Toelz.
No immediate information on
on Tuesday, June 10, at 7:30 p.
m. at the Masonic Hall on the identities of the dead and
wounded was available.
Walnut Street.

The collision occurred several
hundred yards south of the
Warngau station. A police
spokesman said the southbound
train failed to stop on a siding
at Warngau to let the northbound train go by. The northbound train from the mountains
was a special that runs on Sundays and holidays while the
southbound train runs every
day.

Chairman Of Governor's Confab
Urges Abolition Of Property Tax

Perry Pace Elkins
Dies On Saturday

Indiana Geologists Trying To
Unravel Area Ancient History

Mrs. Wesley Brown
Dies; Funeral Is
Being Held Today

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service June
9. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 2501 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts 25 to 50 higher Sows mostly 50
er200-230 Itxs
T
?U.
1-2
US 1-3 200-240 Its
US 2-4 240-260 Lb,
tIS34 MAN lbs. .
Sows
US 1-2 V0-350 lbs
US 1-3100450 lbs
IIS 1-3 450.650 lbs
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Roars 11 no 15 no

It

$47 75-4100
$47 5047 75
.1146.7147.50
.............
$31 00-39 03
Pa 50-39 50
138 50-39 50
1T7 00-31 00

view of any significant scientific, prehistorical, historical or
archaeological data that might
be destroyed because of a federally funded or licensed proP
ect.
Lane and Ausich are interested in Waldron shale, considered ,by geologists to be one of
the best fossil-bearing rock
strains in the United States. A
large segment of the shale will
be submerged when the reservoir is built.
The shale is named after the
town of Waldron in southern Indiana. Lane said it provides a
diverse, abundant and beautifully preserved assemblage of
400-million-year-old fossils.
One group of fossils—trilobites or extinct three-lobed,
segmented marine animals—
can bring in as much as $20 or
$30 to fossils collectors, he said.
But Lane and Ausich aren't
interested in fossil collections.
'Our study goes far beyond
the 'gee-whiz, isn't that a pretty trilobite' attitude," he said.
•'We are interested in fossils as
they represent a community of
animals. We hope to reconstruct how these animals lived
together in that period."
The fossils come from the Silurian Period, a geologic age
420 million years ago. Lanes
says virtually all of Indiana
and irtlich of the Midwest was
covered by inland salt oceans.
There were only very primitive
fish and no land animal life at
that time, he added.
Ausich already has made a
preliminary trip to the 42square mile site in Bartholomew and Decatur Counties.
And Lane says he's cleaning up
and categorizing material he
METHODISTS AT MURRAY STATE—Delegates to the eighth session of the Memphis Annual has found.
The two are the only scientists
Conference of the United Methodist Church at Murray State University take advantage of a
involved in the surcurrently
meeting
four-day
which
the
during
ended
arose
break to discuss issues which
Wednesday,
Lane said they are
And
June 4. Representatives of 500 churches in West Tennessee and West Kentucky participated in vey.
and chisels
hammers
only
using
John's
51.
Daly
Rev.
United Mefhiidist
Tfirompsompagtornt
the-seltion:Shown fief rigfrqare:
out of the
fossils
the
knock
Church of Memphis, Tenn.; Rey. H. I. Russell, pastor of St. Luke's United Methodist Church of to
rock.
Memphis; and Rev. Bill Hart of Murray. pastor of Lynn Grove and Goshen United Methodist
The proposed reservoir would
Churches of Calloway (ountr.

Federal Transport Minister
Kurt Gscheidle went to Warngau early today to take charge
of the investigation. The wreck
was also being investigated by
the Bavarian state police and
the state prosecutor, who was
studying the recordings of the
radio traffic with the trains.
The collision occurred on a
curve Adjacent to a forest section which apparently prevented each engineer from
seeing the other train in time to
brake the trains. But a spokesman said the determination of
what happened would be difficult because one engineer was
killed and the other one was
missing and believed dead.
The two locomotives smashed
into each other at full speed.
"The cars piled up over each

other," said a police spokesman. "Many persons were
trapped inside, injured or
dead."
"I could hear cries for help
from people trapped in the
wreckage," said a villager.
It was one of the most
beautiful days in months, and
the highways were jammed
with holidayers returning from
the mountains. As a result,
ambulances were delayed by
traffic, and 10 helicopters took
most of the injured to Munich.
Hundreds of firemen, policemen, troops and government
technical men worked through
the night to remove the survivors and the dead from the
wreckage.
The bodies were taken to the
Warngau church, and the police
began trying to identify them.
Anxious persons swamped the
police, the Red Cross and other
agencies with telephone calls
about friends and relatives they
feared were aboard the trains.
West Germany's worst postwar train wreck occurred in
May 1971 when a train hit a bus
in the Ruhr industrial area and
46 persons were killed. Most
victims were schoolchildren returning from an outing.

Award-Winning Poster Stirs Up
Chauvinist Charges On Artist

from the National Maritime Association's poster committee
and to a charge that it is sexist
from another administration
staff member.
Shortly after the maritime industry's poster judging committee awarded Terrell a visit
require an estimated 3,000
to Washington and a $500 first
acres.
prize, Walter Oates, director of
However, before it can be
public relations for the National
built, the corps of engineers
Maritime Administration rewill need an environmental imsigned in protest from the postpact statement on the reserer committee.
voir's effects on the area.
Oates, a member of the comAusich's report on the fossil
mittee
for the past 14 years.
part
be
will
1,
findings, due Jan
he objected to the poster
said
of that statement.
because it had no connectior
Lane said the geologists have
with the sea.
no intention of trying to block
Then Sandra Jenkins, a lawthe reservoir. -We just want to
yer for the maritime adminisfind out all that we can about
tration, called
the
work
this period and this shale before
"cheesecake." She said the
it's covered over again," he
poster was as degrading to
said.
women as the advertising camJohn Randolph of Murray has
paign featuring the airline
been appointed assistant
stewardess who invites execti
STOCK MARKET
superintendent of the Trigg
tives to -fly me ..."
County School System. He is
Prices ol stocks of local interest at noon
presently coordinator of federal The poster judges called Tertoday furnished to the Ledger ik limes by
programs for the Trigg Schools. rell's poster figure the "maI. M qmon Co. air as hilows
A graduate of Trigg County donna of the sea" and said it
01
-‘4
17
Alrco
High School, Randolph has was symbolic of the contribu7 unc
5.
Amer Motors
2124 -111
Ashland Oil
degrees from Murray State tions women have made to the
AT&T..49'4 +L.
University in agriculture and maritime industry.
21 As
Boise Cascade
$i7 'Li
Ford
education administration. For
Terrell, who graduated this
Gen. Motors
4'2 years he taught agriculture month, said he didn't intend the
14 -%
Gen. Tire
17'4 -t4
Goodrich
in the Trigg School System and poster to be sexist. He said: "It
21'2 unc
Gulf Oil .
24 4'n ..was also TCRS principal for was a class project, it was asPenn wa It
1724 -2
. three years and elementary signed. I had an inspiration 'and
Quaker Oats
1524 -'s
Singer
principal for two years.
drew it. Now I'm a male chau6 +
Tappan
Randolph is married to the vinist."
144 -24
West Union .,
24%
Zenith
former Joretta Fox, daughter of
He added: "Whatever they
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox want to do about it, I really
Prices of Race of toed wane at mai,
UMW• of Murray. They have three don't give a damn. I didn't
EDT, today. furnished te
Time. by First of Mkt*" Cam. of
children, David. 8, Denise, 7, choose it, they did. And I've alMurray,are as follows
and KaDonna, four months.
ready spent the money."
DES MOINES, Iowa 1AP
When 18-year-old Ernest Terrell, who lives 1,500 miles from
the nearest ocean, drew an
award-winning poster promoting shipping, he didn't realize
he was stirring up a tempest in
the maritime bureaucracy.
Terrell's poster, drawn at the
suggestion of his art teacher at
Tech High in Des Moines, depicts an attractive woman,
dressed in a Stars and Stripes
outfit, grasping a flag staff.
The poster carries the motto
"Ship American."
Little did he know that it
would lead to a resignation

John Randolph
Is Appointed

IJ. S. Homes
Ka ufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W. R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
(;AFOo
Georgiar cific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

Pr 4-'4
75, -14
1024 -24
212. 502m +
27 -24
2524 411%
11% -4
45% sac
fia
32% -,
4024 -1
13% -1
50% +24
27% -%

The 21st amendment to the
Constitution' repealed the lath
In 1913, permitting sale of intoxicating liquor in the U.S.
The amendment provided, however, that states could continue
to prohibit sale of liquor.
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84NA' NOTES
by William M. Boyd
In developing a family budget,
everyone in the family should
have a voice. When all participate and concur in a family
decision, the chances of the
budget working well are much
greater.
Sometimes, advice from an "outsider" helps clarify money
problems. We'll try to help if you'll let us.
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